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Resumo 

A maioria das populações naturais são estruturadas demográfica e espacialmente. Em inúmeras 

espécies, os indivíduos formam agregações heterogéneas (de diferentes sexos idades) que se 

distribuem descontínuamente no espaço por razões ecológicas, físicas ou comportamentais. A 

distribuição dos recursos determina áreas de habitat favorável, onde o movimento dos 

indivíduos pode ser afetado por barreiras físicas ou abióticas, e em muitas espécies, os 

indivíduos vivem em fragmentos relativamente isolados. Mas mesmo em habitats homogéneos, 

os individuos podem organizar-se em grupos devido a factores comportamentais. A estrutura 

real das populações pode ser bastante complexa mas modelos matemáticos relativamente 

simples têm sido propostos para estudar a dinâmica, a diversidade genética, e a persistência de 

populações estruturadas. Em genética, estes modelos têm demonstrado que a subdivisão em 

pequenos grupos afecta profundamente a diversidade genética das populações. Esta diversidade 

depende de uma interação complexa entre a estrutura das populações, a sua dinâmica (e.g. 

organização espacial, as taxas de migração e os processos de extinção) e forças evolutivas (e.g. 

deriva genética, mutação e selecção). Os modelos clássicos de genética das populações 

assumem que as populações estão divididas em entidades discretas, onde a reprodução acontece 

ao acaso entre os indivíduos (demes). No entanto, em muitas espécies os indivíduos formam 

grupos sociais e as unidades de subdivisão populacional consistem em entidades com estrutura 

demográfica (etária), onde os indivíduos se reproduzem de acordo com sistemas complexos, e 

não ao acaso. Por este motivo, modelos baseados em demes podem não ser adequados para 

representar espécies que formam grupos sociais. Ainda assim, a estrutura social tem recebido 

pouca atenção por parte dos geneticistas de populações. O objetivo principal desta dissertação 

foi investigar as consequências genéticas da estrutura social e compreender quais as 

consequências de ignorar a subdivisão das populações em grupos sociais na inferência de 

parâmetros populacionais (utilizando dados genéticos). Em detalhe, os principais objetivos 

foram: 

i) Compreender se a estrutura social gera padrões genéticos que diferem dos 

previstos pelos modelos clássicos estruturados de genética populacional. Em 

particular, compreender se a diversidade genotípica e genética (dentro dos 

grupos sociais e ao nível da população) diferem do previsto pelos modelos  

baseados em demes (dentro dos demes e ao nível da população); 

ii) Avaliar o efeito da estrutura social na deteção de alterações ao tamanho das 

populações. Em particular, avaliar se a subdivisão das populações em grupos 

sociais influência as inferências demográficas de uma forma semelhante à 

influência causada pela subdivisão em demes. Neste contexto, um outro 
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objectivo foi quantificar o efeito da reprodução biparental e diploida, que 

ocorrem em espécies sociais mas que poderão enviezar inferências 

demográficas independentemente da organização social; 

iii) Desenvolver um novo método de modelação para simular populações 

subdivididas em grupos sociais (unidades estruturadas por grupos etários e com 

estratégias de reprodução complexas), com diferentes padrões de dispersão (e.g. 

migração de um só sexo e migrações a longa distância). Pretendeu-se que esta 

nova ferramenta de simulação fosse suficientemente flexível e de fácil 

utilização, podendo ser aplicada a diferentes sistemas sociais de mamíferos. 

Deste modo pretendeu-se que esta ferramenta pudesse ser aplicada por outros 

investigadores para simulação a sua própria espécie de interesse; 

iv) Aplicar o novo método de simulacão para modelar os padrões genéticos de uma 

espécie social de lémur (Propithecus tattersalli), de modo a caracterizar a sua 

estrutura genética a diferentes níveis (dentro dos grupos socias e à escala de 

fragmentos florestais). O objectivo mais específico foi o de comparar as 

previsões teóricas (obtidas no ponto i) com dados reais integrando métodos 

empíricos e de modelação. 

Durante esta dissertação foi desenvolvido um novo método de simulação que utiliza um modelo 

baseado no indivíduo. Em contraste com os modelos clássicos de estrutura populacional, com 

este novo modelo é possível simular populações subdivididas em grupos sociais onde os 

indivíduos se reproduzem obedecendo a sistemas complexos de reprodução. Esta ferramenta 

permitiu que várias das questões mencionadas nos pontos anteriores fossem estudadas em 

diferentes sistemas de reprodução (monogamia, poligamia e promiscuidade) e em diferentes 

padrões de dispersão (dispersão por um único sexo ou pelos dois sexos).   

Os resultados desta dissertação mostram que a diversidade genética e genotípica em populações 

socialmente estruturadas pode ser bastante diferente daquilo que os modelos clássicos prevêm. 

Detectou-se, tanto através de simulações como empiricamente, que dependendo do esquema de 

amostragem, se pode obter um coeficiente de consanguinidade (FIS) nulo ou negativo, 

geralmente interpretados como evidencia de acasalamento ao acaso (FIS = 0) e exogamia (FIS < 

0), respectivamente. Este resultado mostra que caso indivíduos de diferentes grupos sociais 

sejam analisados conjuntamente, ignorando a estrutura populacional, é possível inferir 

endogamia (FIS>0) quando na verdade em cada grupo social existe exogamia. Quando medido 

dentro das unidades reprodutoras o FIS tem um significativo biológico (traduzindo o efeito do 

sistema reprodutivo), mas quando medido a níveis populacionais mais elevados (a níveis 

hierárquicos acima do grupo social) pode não ter qualquer significado biológico. Este resultado 

estende o conhecido “efeito de Whalund” a espécies com grupos sociais. 
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De um modo geral, os resultados anteriores mostram que quando organizados em grupos 

sociais, os indivíduos mantêm altos níveis de heterozigotia (exogamia), que não são detectados 

por métodos que ignoram grupos sociais. Estes resultados são importantes porque demonstram 

que apesar dos grupos sociais consistirem em agregados de indivíduos familiares (com relações 

consanguíneas), mantêm altos níveis de heterozigotia. Tal contradiz a ideia de que unidades 

sociais estão sujeitas a depressão endogâmica. Esta ideia tinha sido já abordada em outros 

estudos teóricos mas de um ponto de vista adaptativo - onde estratégias reproductoras 

(associadas à estrutura social) são interpretadas como resultado de mecanismos 

comportamentais que os indivíduos desempenham para evitar a endogamia. Os resultados 

obtidos nesta dissertação sugerem que a exogamia é uma propriedade emergente da estrutura 

social, que não requer mecanismos comportamentais explícitos (tais como escolha de indivíduos 

não-familiares como parceiros sexuais, seleção de esperma ou dispersão por indivíduos de um 

único sexo). Testar a necessidade de mecanismos comportamentais explícitos para minimizar a 

endogamia só é possível através da comparacão de dados observados com o esperado de acordo 

com uma hipótese nula. A abordagem  desenvolvida nesta dissertação, permite obter os padrões 

esperados em diferente sistemas sociais e pode ser utilizada para definir hipóteses nulas. 

Nesta dissertação, esta abordagem foi aplicada a uma espécie social de lémur, Propithecus 

tattersalli. As simulações conseguiram reproduzir as tendências observadas nos dados empíricos 

desta espécie, indicando que a subdivisão social diminui significativamente a endogamia dentro 

de cada grupo social, permitindo a esta espécie manter elevados níveis de diversidade num 

habitat altamente fragmentado. Estes resultados realçam a importância dos grupos sociais na 

manutenção da diversidade genética no contexto de espécies ameaçadas. 

Uma outra conclusão desta dissertação é que o esquema de amostragem tem um efeito 

significativo na deteção de desvios ao equilíbrio de Hardy-Weinberg. Primeiro, a amostragem 

de grupos sociais sem a sua correta identificação pode resultar na agregação de diferentes 

grupos, aumentado a FIS. Segundo, a presença de uma estrutura etária e reprodutora pode 

conduzir a estimativas bastante díspares de FIS e diversidade (heterozigotia). Em particular, 

amostrar apenas indivíduos juvenis conduz a um excesso de heterozigotas (FIS <0), enquanto 

que amostrar apenas indivíduos reproductores não conduz a desvios ao equilíbrio de Hardy-

Weinberg (FIS =0). No geral, estes resultados demonstram que a interpretação correta de como a 

diversidade é distribuida numa população exige não apenas informação detalhada acerca do 

sistema social de uma dada espécie, mas também de informação sobre a sua demografia. 

No que respeita à deteção de eventos demográficos, os resultados obtidos mostram que a 

estrutura social conduz a falsos sinais de alteração demográfica. Os métodos desenvolvidos para 

inferência de alterações demográficas tendem a assumir que os dados foram amostrados a partir 
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de uma única população panmítica e isolada. Os efeitos da estrutura populacional clássica 

(subdivisão em demes) na ilação demográfica têm sido objecto de estudos recentes e a maioria 

destes estudos tem demonstrado que ignorar a subdivisão populacional conduz a falsos sinais de 

decréscimo populacional. Nesta dissertação, o efeito da estrutura social na inferência da 

demografia das populações foi investigado. Dados simulados (no programa aqui desenvolvido) 

sob diferentes sistemas sociais, foram analisados em dois dos métodos mais utilizados na 

inferência da demografia das populações (Bottleneck e msvar). Os resultados mostram que a 

estrutura social conduz a falsos sinais de expansão, ao invés dos falsos sinais de decréscimo 

populacional geralmente encontrados pelos estudos que analisam o efeito de estrutura 

populacional per se. Os resultados mostram ainda que outras particularidades de espécies com 

organização social, tais como dois sexos e diploidia podem por outro lado, enviezar as 

inferências no sentido de declíneo. Serão necessários mais estudos para compreender o efeito da 

estruturação social aliada a outros fatores, de modo a verificar se é possível distinguir os efeitos 

da estrutura social de reais decréscimos ou expansões populacionais. 

Em suma, os resultados obtidos sugerem que as estatísticas sumárias e as genealogias de 

espécies que formam grupos sociais podem divergir bastante das estatísticas previstas pelos 

modelos clássicos de estrutura populacional. Nesta dissertação demonstra-se assim, que 

propriedades genéticas de populações socialmente estruturadas não podem ser totalmente 

compreendidas através de modelos clássicos de genética populacional e que modelos 

alternativos, tais como os aqui desenvolvidos, poderão ser essenciais para melhor explicar os 

padrões genéticos em espécies sociais. 

Palavras-chave: estrutura populacional, estructura social, sistemas de acasalamento, estatísticas 

F, endogamia, simulações 
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Abstract  

Natural populations consist of spatial aggregations of interacting individuals shaped by 

geographic, ecological or behavioral factors. Relatively simple models have been proposed in 

population genetics to study how this subdivision affects the genetic diversity and persistence of 

populations in discontinued landscapes. Classical population genetic models view populations 

as networks of discrete entities (wherein mating occurs at random – demes) connected by 

migration. These models have demonstrated that population subdivision has implications on the 

effective population size, mean coalescence time and genetic variation. Although, in many 

species, demes are further subdivided into age-structured groups of individuals with complex 

mating strategies, social-structure has received little attention. This thesis focus on the genetic 

consequences of social structure. In particular, we asked whether social structure leads to 

genetic patterns that differ from those predicted by classical models, and to which extent 

ignoring social structure can bias inferences from real populations. An individual-based 

simulation framework was developed to investigate the effects of sex-biased dispersal and 

complex mating systems on genotypic frequencies, genetic diversity and gene genealogies. We 

found that social structure leads to an excess of heterozygotes within social groups 

(outbreeding) that is not detected when social groups are ignored (common practice in many 

empirical studies). Furthermore, we show that incorrect conclusions about inbreeding or 

random-mating may be drawn if social structure is not explicitly taken into account. This 

framework was applied to study a social species, the lemur Propithecus tattersalli. Simulations 

fitted the empirical results indicating that, in this species, social subdivision decreases 

inbreeding to a great extent. This allows this species to maintain high levels of individual 

diversity in its highly fragmented habitat and these results may be important for other 

endangered species. This study has also shown that social structure may bias inferences of past 

demographic events, often leading to spurious signals of expansions rather than bottlenecks. 

This work contributed to a better understanding of the effects of sociality, showing that social 

structure shapes the genetic diversity of populations in ways that cannot be predicted by 

classical genetic models. 

Keywords: population structure, social structure, mating system, F-statistics, inbreeding, 

simulations 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Population structure in genetics 

Most natural populations are structured, both demographically and spatially. In many species 

individuals form heterogeneous aggregations (composed of different sexes and ages) that are not 

continuously distributed in space (Hanski 1998, Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000, Hanski and 

Gaggiotti 2004). The patchy distribution of the resources delimits areas of suitable habitat, in 

which the movement of individuals can be affected by the existence of physical barriers or 

abiotic constrains (e.g. rivers, roads or wind and oceanic currents; Forman and Alexander 1998, 

Seth et. al. 2006), and in many populations individuals live in relatively isolated patches 

(Hanski and Gilpin 1997, Hanski 1998, Hanski and Gaggiotti 2004). Even within homogenous 

habitats, individuals may form groups in the type of herds, coteries, colonies or families due to 

behavioral reasons (Schülke and Ostner 2012, Clutton-Brock and Janson 2012). The structure of 

populations has evolutionary consequences and it has been one of the most important topics in 

ecology and genetics (Wright 1931, Wright 1943, Maynard Smith 1964, MacArthur and Wilson 

1967, Levins 1968, Levins 1969, Maruyama 1970, Felsenstein 1975, Slatkin 1977, Wade and 

MacCauley 1988, Whiltock 1992, Wakeley 1998, Hanski 1998, Pannell and Charlesworth 

2000). 

The real structure of a population can be quite complex, but simplified mathematical models 

have been proposed long ago in order to study how population subdivision affects the dynamics, 

the genetic diversity and, ultimately the persistence of populations in discontinued landscapes 

(Wright 1943, Kimura and Weiss 1964, Levins 1969, Slatkin 1977, Tilman and Kareiva 1997, 

Bascompte and Solé 1998, Hanski 1998; see Wilkinson-Herbots 1998, Pannell and 

Charlesworth 2000, Epperson 2003 and Rousset 2004 for overviews on genetic models and 

several chapters in Hanski and Gaggiotti 2004 for models in ecology). 

In genetics, population structure has a long history that goes back to Sewall Wright. He was 

among the first to recognize that the subdivision of populations into discrete entities can have 

important consequences for the evolution of species (Wright 1968-1978), and proposed a very 

simplified model to study the effect of population structure on the genetic diversity - the island 
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model (Wright 1931, 1951). The island model assumes that a population is subdivided into an 

infinite number of subpopulations (islands) that persist over time at a constant size N (genes or 

haploid individuals), that are all connected by gene flow, thus exchanging migrants or genes at a 

constant rate (m) (Epperson 2003 , Rousset 2004). Because migrants can be exchanged among 

any pair of demes in the overall population (i.e. all demes are equally connected to each other), 

the island model is a structured model without spatial structure. Another way to understand the 

island model is to recognize that reproduction occurs over discrete generations within each 

deme: at each generation a fraction m of the genes within a given deme is replaced by migrants 

(copies of genes randomly sampled from a common gene-pool, to which all demes have 

contributed to an infinite number of gametes), whereas the other fraction (1-m) are copies of 

genes randomly sampled from the genes of previous generation within the deme of interest.  

In finite populations, the stochastic process of sampling genes to generate the successive 

generations during reproduction leads to random fluctuation in genetic quantities, such as gene 

frequencies, genotypic frequencies and heterozygosity (an effect known as genetic drift or 

simply drift, see below). The most important consequence of population subdivision is that 

when migration is very low, these fluctuations occur almost independently within each deme 

(Slatkin 1987a, Rousset 2004). Similarly, other evolutionary forces such as mutation and 

selection may act differently within each deme, leading to differentiation. The rate at which 

populations diverge depends on the migration rate m, which is the homogenizing force that 

counteracts differentiation (Slatkin, 1987a), and eventually and equilibrium will be reached in 

which the number of alleles that is lost through drift is outbalanced by the number of alleles that 

arises by migration: this is the migration-drift equilibrium, which determines the amount of 

diversity that the overall population is able to maintain (Wright 1951, Wright 1969, Slatkin 

1987a, Slatkin 1987b, Rousset 2004). In other words, Wright (1951) found the strict 

dependence of genetic variation on migration rate. The migration-drift equilibrium determines 

that under an island model, subdivision allows to maintain higher levels of genetic diversity 

than what would occur in a single panmitic population (see below). 

Although the genetic implications of the island model may be quite different from other more 

complex models of population structure, this model is at the core of almost all modern-day 

genetic approaches to study population structure. It has served as the starting point for more 

complex theoretical models (e.g. incorporating spatial structure, fluctuations in deme sizes and 

extinction and recolonization; Kimura and Weiss 1964, Slatkin 1977, Whiltock 1992, Wang 

1997a,b, Pannell and Charleswoth 1999, Wakeley 2001) and it has been invoked in ecological 
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theories, from studies of group selection (Slatkin and Wade 1978) to speciation (Wright 1940, 

Wilson et al., 1975, Bush et al. 1977, Lande 1985). 

1.1.1 Measuring population structure with F-statistics 

The F-statistics, also known as fixation indexes or inbreeding coefficients measure the 

apportionment of genetic variation (i.e. the distribution of genetic diversity) at different 

hierarchical levels of a population (individuals, demes, and the population) and have become a 

standard tool for analyzing population genetics data. 

In its original formulation, F-statistics aimed at providing a better understanding on how 

genotypic frequencies change as a result of mating among individuals from inbred lines (Wright 

1920, 1921, see Hill 1996 for an historical perspective of Wright’s work).  Wright set the F-

statistics framework to compute how the frequency of genotypes would change as a 

consequence of relatedness among parents, and derived an expression showing that the 

correlation among parents determines the number of heterozygotes observed in a population. 

Departures from random mating (panmixia) due to mattings among related individuals increase 

the correlation between uniting gametes, and thus the chance that two homologous alleles are 

identical in a descendent. This framework was later extended to calculate the correlation among 

alleles in a subdivided population, where alleles sampled from individuals within demes are in 

principle more correlated than alleles from individuals from different demes. The F-statistics are 

thus used to calculate correlation between genes at different hierarchical levels of population 

subdivision: individuals, demes, populations and sometimes, groups of populations (Excoffier 

2007). These describe the correlation between genes within individuals in relation to its own 

deme (FIS); the correlation between genes within individuals in relation to the correlation in the 

overall population (FIT), and the correlation between genes within a deme in relation to the 

correlation of genes of the total population (FST). The subscripts refer to individuals (I), 

subpopulations (S) and overall population (T). FST can be seen as a measure of differentiation 

among demes, taking values between zero (no differentiation) and one (complete differentiation 

when different sub-populations fixed different alleles). In contrast, FIS and FIT are measures of 

the deviation to Hardy-Weinberg proportions and can take values between -1.0 and 1.0 (see also 

section 1.3.2; Hartl and Clark 2007). Even though the F-statistics are functions of correlations, 

these can be expressed in terms of covariances (Excoffier 2007). Therefore, as the total variance 

can be partitioned into different additive components, we can see the F-statistics as measures of 

the apportionment of genetic diversity (within individuals, within demes and among demes, 
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Excoffier 2007). This is thus a general framework that can be extended to higher hierarchical 

levels, such as groups of demes (Excoffier 2007).  

Later, Nei (1978) was able to show that these correlations could be expressed in terms of the 

observed and expected heterozygosities. The observed heterozygosity (Hobs) is the average 

proportion of loci that are in heterozygote state (two different alleles) within individuals across a 

sample, and thus reflects the correlation between genes within individuals. A high correlation 

implies a higher chance that two gene copies at a locus are identical, and hence the higher the 

correlation the lower the heterozygosity. The expected heterozygosity can be computed based 

on the allele frequencies of a given deme S as         ∑    
  

   , where piS is the frequency 

of allele i in deme S, and K is the total number of alleles at a given locus. This expected 

heterozygosity can also be computed at the population level by pooling all demes together 

        ∑    
  

   , where in this case piT is the average allele frequency of allele i across all 

demes. Expected heterozygosities can be interpreted as the probability of sampling two different 

alleles from a deme (or by pooling all demes together), and hence reflect the correlation among 

genes within demes or in the total population. Nei (1978) derived expressions based on the 

observed and expected heterozygosities: 

    
 ̅      ̅   

 ̅    
;     

       ̅    

     
      

       ̅   

     
, 

where the bar above the heterozygosities indicate that these correspond to averages. This 

connection of F-statistics to heterozygosities made it straightforward to estimate these quantities 

from population genetics data. Also, other estimators have been proposed based on nucleotide 

diversities (Hudson et al. 1992), which are similar to heterozygosities at the site level. 

Importantly, heterozygosities are related to the identity-by-descent (co-ancestry) concept 

because if two genes are the same they have a higher chance of being a copy from the same 

ancestor, i.e. a lower expected heterozygosity. Thus F-statistics can also be derived in terms of 

the co-ancestry among genes in the same hierarchical partitions as defined by Wright, which is 

the principle used by Weir and Cockerham (1969, 1973, 1984) to derived similar quantities (see 

Holsinger and Weir 2009 for a review on the F-statistics). 

1.2 The genetics of structured populations 

1.2.1 The Wright-Fisher model and the coalescent process 

The island-model is one of the simplest models of population structure and assumes that a 

population is subdivided into idealized panmitic demes (Wright-Fisher populations). An 
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understanding on the Wright-Fisher model is thus essential in order to understand the effects of 

population structure.  

A Wright-Fisher population (Fisher 1930, Wright 1931) has very strong and simplifying 

assumptions: one single isolated population, constant size (N), random-mating and non-

overlapping generations. Despite its simplicity it still captures basic features of how genes are 

transmitted from one generation to the next in a finite population. Under such an idealized 

population, all individuals have the same chance of leaving descents in the next generation (i.e. 

all individuals have the same fitness); in a population of constant size this means that each 

individual (or each gene if we focus on haploids) is expected to leave a single descendent, 

however by chance some parents will leave more than one descendent, while others may not 

leave any descent at all (Crow and Kimura 1970). This leads to random fluctuations in the gene 

frequencies, genotypic frequencies and heterozygosity, and to a reduction of genetic variation 

over time. This effect is known as genetic drift (Wright 1968-1978) and determines the rate of 

loss (and hence the time for fixation) of neutral genetic variants. 

Understanding how genetic variation is lost over time due to genetic drift can be done very 

efficiently by tracing back the ancestry of a sample of genes - the gene genealogy. This 

approach of following the gene genealogies backward in time is efficient because only the genes 

that left descendants in our sample are considered, rather than the fate of all genes in the 

population (Nordborg 2007). This is the principle underlying the coalescent, a theory pioneered 

by Kingman (1982a), Hudson (1983) and Tajima (1983) which is a powerful way to model the 

genetic diversity in samples taken from a population (for a detailed description of the coalescent 

theory see Hudson 1990, Hein et al. 2005, Tavaré 2005, Nordborg 2007 and Wakeley 2009). 

When going from the present to the past, each sampled gene copy is represented by a lineage, 

and a pair of lineages coalesces when two genes share a common ancestor. The process 

continues until there is only one lineage left, meaning that at some point in the past all sampled 

gene copies will share a common ancestor (the most recent common ancestor - MRCA). The 

genealogical history of a sample can thus be described by a rooted tree, whose topology 

describes the relationship between sampled genes (Hudson 1990). The coalescent process is 

usually described within the context of the Wright-Fisher model, which was the model under 

which Kingman (1982) originally derived the expected time between coalescent events. Under 

such a model, time between coalescence events is given by an exponential distribution 

(assuming continuous time rather than discrete generations) and depend only on the population 

size N (the probability that two genes have a common ancestor is 1/2N, where N is the number 

of diploid individuals in the population, so that the population contains 2N gene copies; 
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Wakeley 2004a, Wakeley 2009). From this we can predict several aspects about the expected 

patterns of diversity within a single population. For instance, the time to fixation of a new 

mutation is 4N generations (expected time to the MRCA), and the expected nucleotide diversity 

(average number of pairwise differences) is 4N, where  is the mutation rate per locus per 

generation (Hudson 1990, Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002, Wakeley 2009). This suggests that 

changes in allele frequencies due to genetic drift alone can be very fast in small populations, but 

can take a very long time in larger populations. However, gene genealogies and genetic 

diversity are influenced by many other aspects of a population, such as its demography 

(Charlesworth et al. 2003, Hein et al. 2005, Wakeley 2004a, Wakeley 2009). The coalescent 

theory has been extended to other models, including the island model of population structure; a 

short review on the structured coalescent is the purpose of the next section. 

1.2.2 The structured coalescent 

The Wright-Fisher model ignores essential aspects of real populations, such as its subdivision 

into discrete entities. In most species, populations are distributed over wide geographic areas, so 

that individuals cannot cross the entire species’ distribution range during its lifetime. As a 

consequence, reproduction is more likely to occur among individuals that live in close 

proximity (Hanski and Gaggiotti 2004). In a coalescent framework, this means that looking 

backwards in time lineages more likely coalesce locally than in distant places (Wilkins and 

Wakeley 2002). The ancestral genealogical process of structured populations can be described 

by the structured coalescent, which was formalized during the 1990’s (Notohara 1990, although 

Takahata had explicitly formalized it in 1988 for the “simple” case of two populations). Its 

fundamental result is that genes coalesce much more quickly within than among demes by a 

factor that depends on migration rate. This means that coalescent time is larger for two alleles 

sampled in different demes than within one single deme. This is of course a confirmation of 

what Wright (1951), Malecót (1948, 1951) and Slatkin (1977) have derived in their seminal 

works. The coalescent is thus a simplifying model that greatly facilitates simulation and the 

interpretation of genetic data that is coherent and consistent with decades of population genetics 

results obtained using very different modeling assumptions. 

1.2.2.1 The formalization of the structured coalescence 

The structured coalescent was first derived in the classical island model, which assumes that a 

population is subdivided into D panmitic demes that exchange migrants at constant rate m 
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among all demes (see above). The movement of genes among demes due to migration implies 

that genes sampled may have their ancestors in different demes. As a result, the probability of 

coalescence is much more complex than under the standard coalescence, and it does not depend 

only on the population size N, but also on the number of demes D and on the migration rates 

(Nordborg 2007, Wakeley 2004a, Wakeley 2009). 

One of the most important results of the structured coalescence is that when a population is 

structured according to an island model, the coalescent time for two lineages depends on 

whether the two genes are sampled within the same or different demes (Nordborg 1997, 

Wakeley and Aliacar 2001, Wakeley 2004a, Wakeley 2009). When two genes are sampled from 

the same deme, their coalescence time depends on the ratio between migration and coalescent 

rates. If migration occurs before the coalescent event, the coalescent time can be very long as 

we need to wait until the two lineages are again in the same deme to coalesce (Wakeley 1999, 

Wakeley 2004a, Wakeley 2009). This means that in the very recent history of a sample genes 

either quickly coalesce within a deme or are sent to another deme due to migration events. This 

phase was named by Wakeley (1999) as the “scattering phase” as genes either coalesce or move 

to other demes due to migration, so that all lineages end up each in a different deme very 

quickly. From here on, many migration events will have to take place before two lineages are 

found again in the same deme and have a chance to coalesce. When two lineages are in different 

demes (or when two genes are sampled from different demes) the time until their common 

ancestor will depend on the migration rate m, and on the number of demes D (the first 

determines how much time a lineage has to wait until moving to a different deme, the second 

determines the probability of finding a deme with an ancestral lineage; Wakeley 1999, Wakeley 

2009). This process is very different from the initial scattering phase and corresponds to a 

second phase named by Wakeley (1999) as the “collecting phase”. It is actually this phase that 

better describes the ancestral history of a sample, as it lasts for a much longer time than the 

scattering phase. The predominance of the collecting phase follows from the assumption that the 

number of demes is very large (typically formalized as D >> N), so that most migration events 

will put lineages into empty demes (demes without ancestral lineages) where they cannot 

coalesce. In other words, the collecting phase dominates the ancestral genealogy of a sample if 

migration events occur much faster than coalescent events (Nordborg 1997). The existence of a 

quick “scattering-phase” and a long “collecting phase” is known as the principle of separation of 

time scales (Möhle 1998a). A related and important result is that the collecting phase converges 

to the Kingman coalescent (Nordborg 1997, Wakeley 2004a, Nordborg 2007, Wakeley 2009). 

An important implication of the separation of time scales is that the genealogies of complex 

structured models can, in principle, be described by the standard Kingman coalescent provided 
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that the collecting phase dominates (i.e. D >> N). The separation of time scales principle can be 

applied to study the effects of population structure at many different levels. For instance, Möhle 

(1998b) studied the coalescence in two-sex populations, and demonstrated that if time is 

rescaled properly the standard Kingman coalescence can be retrieved. Usually, the proper time 

scale for the coalescent process is the effective size of a population (see below) but the 

coalescent can be scaled by any other parameter, such as the mutation rate. 

1.2.3 Effective population size and genetic diversity  

The concept of effective size (Ne) was first introduced by Wright (1931) as a measure of the 

strength of genetic drift in a Wright-Fisher population. Wright developed a simple expression 

for the effective size where Ne is given as a ratio of the population census size 2N over the 

variance of the distribution of the number of offspring:         , where    is the variance 

in the number of offspring. In an idealized Wright-Fisher population this variance equals one 

and thus the effective size equals the number of genes in the population (Ne=2N; Charlesworth 

2009). In a real population any factor that alters    will have profound consequences on the 

strength of drift, and hence on the effective population size (Wang and Caballero 1999, Wang 

2005). The larger the effective size the lower the strength of drift, and hence populations with a 

larger Ne tend to maintain genetic diversity for a longer period of time. This means that the 

effective size is related to the amount of genetic diversity in a population. 

The concept of Ne has been extended by many authors, particularly by Crow and Kimura (1970), 

who noted that different genetic properties may be affected by drift and hence proposed 

different definition of Ne (see Wang 2005 for a review). Indeed, since the pioneering work of 

Wright, different Ne's have been formalized, such as the “variance effective size”, the 

“inbreeding effective size”, the “mutation effective size”, the “eigenvalue effective size” and the 

“coalescent effective size” (Ewens 1982, Chesser et al. 1993, Caballero 1994, Whitlock and 

Barton 1997, Wang and Caballero 1999, Wang 2005, Wakeley and Sargysan 2009, 

Charlesworth 2009). The two most widely used concepts of Ne are the “variance effective size”, 

which predicts the variance of change in gene frequencies, and the “inbreeding effective size” 

which predicts the rate of decrease in heterozygosity (or the increase in homozygosity; Wang 

and Caballero 1999).  

The coalescent effective size describes the rate of coalescent events, which will affect the time 

to the most recent common ancestor. As mentioned above (section 1.2.1), in large populations 

genes are expected to have a longer time to coalesce, whereas in small populations, coalescent 
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times are expected to be more recent, and thus genes are more likely to be similar. In a Wright-

Fisher population, the rate at which genetic variation is lost and the rate of coalescent are the 

same (Ewens 1982), but under more complex scenarios, as for instance in a population that is 

subdivided or fluctuates in size, these and other concepts of Ne can be dramatically different 

(Chesser et al. 1993, Wang 1997a,b). To be clear, for structured populations the effective size 

can be still defined in terms of the strength of genetic drift - rate of loss of diversity, rate of 

increase in inbreeding or coalescent rate - but drift can affect these rates very differently from 

what occurs in a single unstructured population. Expressions of Ne are thus very useful to 

quantify how different aspects of population structure (such as, spatial structure, extinction 

events, variation in migration rates) affect patterns of diversity. 

1.2.4 What does influence Ne in a structured population? 

The expression of the coalescent effective size (Ne) in structured populations may assume a 

complex form. However, under the island model it is greatly simplified due to its strong 

assumptions of constant and symmetric migration, and identical deme sizes: 

       (  
 

  
) 

where D is the number of demes, N is the diploid population size of each deme and M is the 

scaled migration rate (M=2Nm, Wakeley 2001).  

Although the island model is an over-simplification of the complex dynamics of real 

populations, its expression for the effective size allows to make an important point that holds for 

other more complex models of structure: the coalescent effective size Ne depends inversely on 

the migration rate. Thus, a very limited migration among demes may dramatically increase the 

effective size for the whole population, whereas when migration is extremely high the effective 

size tends to that of a panmitic population of size D x N. This last result, termed the strong 

migration limit, was demonstrated by Nagylaki (1980) and Notohara (1993). This limit can be 

understood intuitively by recognizing that when migration is very large, an infinitely large 

number of migration events occur in-between coalescent events, so that lineages become 

exchangeable and the effects of population subdivision disappear (under this condition, levels of 

diversity within and between demes are the same; Wakeley 2009). In contrast, when the 

migration rate is low, it becomes less likely that two lineages occur in the same deme, and hence 

the rate of coalescent is reduced, i.e. it takes more time to find the most recent common 

ancestor, which results in a larger effective size. 
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From the above expression it could be though that subdivision always increases diversity. 

However, a general expression for the effective size depends on many parameters that 

characterize the structure and dynamics of a population, such as the patterns and rates of 

migration, the distribution of deme sizes, and the contribution to the gene pool of migrants 

(Pannell and Charlesworth 2000, Wakeley 2001, Wakeley 2004b). As we will see below, 

violations of the identical demes assumption more often lead to the contrary effect, decreasing 

the effective population size. 

1.2.4.1 Variation among demes 

Classical models of population structure, such as the symmetrical island model and the 

stepping-stone model, assume that all demes are equal in terms of size, rates and pattern of 

migration, but analytical results under some of these models have been extended to include 

variation in rates of gene flow and spatial structure (Wright 1943, Malécot 1951, Kimura and 

Weiss 1964, Sawyer 1976, Nagylaki 1983). In the real world, the environment is usually 

heterogeneous due to different ecological conditions through space. As a result, processes such 

as the dispersal ability, the interaction among individuals, the fitness of individuals and, 

ultimately population growth, are differential over space (Hanski and Gilpin 1997, Hanski and 

Gaggiotti 2004). Wakeley (2001) has proposed a simple extension of the n-island model to 

account for variation among demes across a population. Under this model, rather than being 

considered equal, demes are arranged in different classes characterized in terms of size, 

migration rate and relative contribution to the migrant deme-pool. Other developments have 

been considered in order to investigate extinction and recolonization processes (that is, the 

coalescent in metapopulations; Pannell and Charlesworth 2000, Wakeley and Aliacar 2001, 

Wakeley 2004a). The coalescent process has been studied under such different models of 

population structure (Wakeley 2001, Wakeley and Aliacar 2001, Rousset 2003, Pannell 2003, 

Wakeley 2004b, Wakeley and Lessard 2006), showing that the characteristics that may vary 

among demes (i.e. deme sizes, migration rates, contribution to migrant deme pool, extinction/ 

recolonization rates) influence the effective size of the overall metapopulation in a specific and 

predictive way. The aim of this section is to give a brief overview of those effects under the 

structured coalescent approach. 
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1.2.4.1.1 The effect of variation in deme size 

As mentioned above, once two lineages are found at a deme they will coalesce more quickly in 

a smaller deme than in a larger one, i.e. the coalescence rates depend on the size N of a given 

deme (Wakeley 2001, Nordborg 2007, Wakeley 2009). Thus, when demes have different sizes, 

the coalescence time of two genes chosen at random in the overall population depends on how 

often lineages will occur in small demes in relation to larger ones (Wakeley 2001). If all demes 

contribute equally to the migrant deme pool, the time of coalescent depends only on the 

distribution of deme sizes because the probability that an ancestor is found within a small or 

larger deme is the same. Importantly, the effect of small demes outbalances that of large demes 

and thus, in general, variation in deme sizes decreases the effective size of a population in 

comparison with a scenario where all demes have the same size (Wakeley 2001). 

1.2.4.1.2 The effect of variation in migration rate 

The migration rate m is the proportion of individuals from a particular deme that is replaced by 

migrants each generation (i.e., it is the probability that a lineage will leave a given deme). This 

rate determines the time a lineage will have to wait until being moved to another deme. If m is 

small a lineage needs to wait a long time before a migration happens, whereas if m is large 

lineages move quickly to other demes (Wakeley 1999, Wakeley 2001, Wakeley 2004a, 

Nordborg 2007, Wakeley 2009). Once two or more lineages are in the same deme the 

probability that a coalescence happens before a migration depends on the relation between 

coalescent and migration rates (as mentioned above, see section 1.2.2.1). Thus, changes in 

migration rate cause two effects: impact on the time a lineage takes to find an occupied deme 

(through the time it takes for a lineage to be moved out) and impacts on the time for coalescence 

within an occupied deme (through its effect on the deme size). The first increases Ne, whereas 

the latter decreases it. Therefore, variation in migration rate can either increase or decrease the 

effective population size, its exact effect depends on the distribution of migration rates among 

demes in the overall population, but in general, variation in migration rate among demes acts to 

decrease the effective size because when 2Nm is large its effect dominates the coalescent 

process (Wakeley 2001). 
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1.2.4.1.3 The effect of variation in the contribution to the deme pool 

The migration rate and the contribution to the deme pool are distinct concepts. The former is the 

proportion of a deme that is replaced by genes from the pool every generation (in the coalescent 

framework this corresponds to the proportion of lineages that moves out from a deme to the 

pool), whereas the latter is the proportion of lineages in the pool that came from a given deme 

(or from a type of deme in the general model of variation among demes). Thus, a deme may 

have a very small migration rate and be a major contributor to the deme pool (Slatkin 1977). 

The key to understand this is to recognize that demes contribute an infinite number of gametes 

to their own deme pool and to the common pool. The new generation is generated by sampling 

at random a finite sample taken from the common pool (2Nm) and a finite sample from the 

deme pool (2N-2Nm). When there is variation in the contribution to the deme pool, the effective 

population size tends to decrease because the deme pool is dominated by genes coming from a 

few demes and hence lineages are traced back to the limited set of demes with the higher 

contribution to the deme pool (Wakeley 2001). 

1.2.4.1.4 The effect of extinction and recolonization  

The spatial structure of populations can lead to isolation of individuals into small patches, which 

due to stochastic effects may undergo local extinction (Hanski 1998, Hanski and Gaggiotti 

2004). However, local extinctions and recolonizations may be part of the global dynamics a 

species. This may occur for example, when social groups increase its size up to the carrying 

capacity of the territory; as a result of the increased competition for limited resources, the large 

group can either go extinct, move to more suitable areas or split in two or more social units of 

smaller size (Collishaw and Dunbar 2000). In all scenarios there will be a change in the 

availability of suitable habitat. In the first scenario a previously occupied habitat will become 

empty, whereas in the two later cases, previously empty habitats will be colonized by new social 

units.  

Although the structured coalescence was developed under relatively simple models that only 

contemplate migration among demes, it has been extended to metapopulation models with 

extinction and recolonization (see Pannell and Charlesworth 2000, and Pannell 2003 for reviews 

of metapopulation models in genetics). The principle of separation of time scales can be applied 

in metapopulations. Thus the genealogical history of a sample from a metapopulation also 

converges to the structured coalescent process described above (Wakeley 2001, Wakeley and 

Aliacar 2001). The expression of the coalescent effective size for a metapopulation with D 
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demes of size N diploid individuals, exchanging migrants at same rate m was derived by 

Rousset (2003) and also independently by Wakeley (2004a), and is given by, 

    
      

[              ][ (  
 
  

)  
 
  

]
 

where e is the extinction rate, and F is a general measure of differentiation among demes, 

equivalent to Wright’s FST (see below). This expression shows that the effective size depends 

inversely on the extinction and migration rate, but directly on the product       . The 

difference between this model and a model without extinction-recolonization is that here 

sampled demes may suffer extinction at some point in the past (Wakeley and Aliacar 2001). 

This changes the rate of coalescence in two ways. First, if we are tracing the genealogy back in 

time, every generation lineages are traced back to the proportion of demes that did not go 

extinct, i.e.        (this has the same effect as differential contribution to the deme pool, see 

above). Second, when a deme goes extinct and is recolonized, all lineages are moved to the 

source demes that recolonized the extinct deme at the time of recolonization. Thus, extinction 

acts in addition to migration to move lineages from deme to deme. As a result, the time that two 

lineages sampled in different demes have to wait until they are in the same deme becomes a 

function of the probability that both lineages move away                (see Wakeley 

and Aliacar 2001 for a detailed explanation of the coalescent process in a metapopulation). 

Slatkin (1977) has defined two different scenarios of recolonization, the propagule-pool and the 

migrant-pool; in the former demes are recolonized by k migrants, which are a random sample 

from the same parental deme; whereas in the latter, the k migrants are a random sample from the 

migrant deme-pool (and thus, a mixture of gametes from different demes). In both models, new 

demes will attain the size N by random-mating among colonizers and local genes. Although 

these two different modes of recolonization may be expected to have different consequences, 

the expression presented above (that applies to both these models) shows that the time it takes 

until a lineage is moved out from the deme where it was sampled depends exclusively on the 

extinction and migration rates, and not on the mode of recolonization. These models can also be 

described in terms of the separation of time scales in the coalescent, by noting that migration 

and extinction are indistinguishable events during the collecting phase (Wakeley and Aliacar 

2001). In models with extinction and recolonization the effective size is changed in comparison 

to that in a structured population (only with migration) through the parameter F, which is a 

function of the propagule size (k), and the scaled migration and extinction parameters (  

    and        respectively; Wakeley and Aliacar 2001, Rousset 2003, Rousset 2004),  
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The equation above shows that F depends on a relatively complex relation among parameters, 

and extinction can either increase or decrease F in comparison to the effect of migration alone 

(that always decreases it); it is the relation between extinction and migration that matters. 

Importantly, this F parameter is equivalent to Wright’s coefficient FST, which measures the 

differences between genes sampled in different demes (Wakeley and Aliacar 2001, Rousset 

2003). 

1.3 From models to real populations 

Genetic models of population structure have given extremely important insights into how spatial 

structure and patterns of migration affect diversity and differentiation in a population (Pannell 

and Charlesworth 2000, Charlesworth et al. 2003). However, real populations do not conform to 

any model of population structure and, when analyzing data from real populations one may be 

confronted with different problems. First, models assume that the units of population structure 

(demes) are well defined entities in space and time. Although in some cases it may actually be 

possible to identify demes according to the geographic structure of a population (such as 

isolated subpopulations in extremely fragmented regions) in many other cases individuals move 

often between different geographical regions or defend extensive territories, so that the 

boundaries of a deme may be hard to identify (Balloux and Lugon-Moulin 2002). In a perfect 

world each sampling unit should correspond to one deme, but in reality, demes are often 

determined arbitrary. This is known to have important consequences for measures of genetic 

diversity. For instance, when samples are taken from subdivided populations but subdivision is 

disregarded by pooling individuals, a spurious deficit in heterozygotes may be estimated (FIS >0; 

Hartl and Clark 2007). This is known as the Wahlund-effect and follows from differences in 

allelic frequencies among demes (Wahlund 1928, Hartl and Clark 2007, Garnier-Géré and 

Chikhi 2013). Second, genetic models of population structure assume that all populations can be 

modeled according to a Wright-Fisher population at least at some level. Population structure is 

envisioned in a hierarchical manner, in which populations can be further and further subdivided 

into smaller entities until the fundamental unit where mating occurs at random (i.e., the deme). 

However, in many mammals, social groups seem to be the fundamental unit of reproduction, 

where mating occurs according to complex mating systems. Moreover, social living has many 

different peculiarities: groups can consist of kin clusters of maternal or paternal relatives where 

individuals may spend a long part of their life cycle with related individuals; the nature of social 
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interactions can influence the reproductive success of individuals (Clutton-Brock 2009); and 

dispersal is often sex-biased (Greenwood 1980). The consequences of many aspects of social 

structure have been considered both theoretically and empirically over the past decades, and 

several studies have shown that reproductive strategies and dispersal tactics have major 

consequences in the way diversity is distributed within individuals (genotypic diversity) and 

among recognizable units of subdivision (Chepko-Sade and Halpin 1987, Melnick 1987, 

Chesser 1991a,b, Pope 1992, Sugg et al. 1996, Storz 1999, Ross 2001, Lawler et al. 2003, Di 

Fiore 2012, Parreira and Chikhi 2015). These theoretical studies have break with the 

fundamental ideas of classical population genetic models and one of its pioneers was Ronald 

Chesser, who developed models that became known as the social view of population genetics. 

1.3.1 The social structure view of population genetics 

Theoretical population genetics models have looked at many different aspects of population 

structure (e.g. different deme sizes, migration rates, etc.), however all these models assume that 

populations can be subdivided into a distinct set of demes wherein mating among individuals 

occurs at random (see section 1.2). As noted above, natural populations are often composed of 

more than just random-mating demes. This may result in critical discrepancies from the 

predictions of classical population genetic models (Chesser 1991a,b, Sugg et al. 1996, Storz 

1999). In mammals in particular, subpopulations are often further structured into social or 

breeding groups that can gather different families, coteries or lineages where mating may be 

biased towards few individuals, may include complex dominance hierarchies, and from where 

individuals from one single sex may disperse before reproduction. Thus, these subpopulations 

do not correspond to panmitic entities, and cannot be treated as equivalent to demes (Chesser 

1991a,b, Sugg et al. 1996). The consequences of social structure have been addressed by 

Chesser (Chesser 1991a,b,  Chesser et al. 1993, Sugg and Chesser 1994) in a complex 

theoretical framework that extends Wright’s (1951) F-statistics to describe the apportionment of 

genetic diversity in populations subdivided into breeding (or social) groups. Under the 

Chesser’s framework, F-statistics are derived as a function of co-ancestries (following 

Cockerham’s approach) and not as a function of heterozygosities (see section 1.1.1). Chesser 

(1991a,b) derived expressions for different co-ancestry values – measures of gene correlations 

for parents and offspring, within and among breeding groups – from a model where parameters 

express specific characteristics of breeding groups, such as the number of reproductive males 

and females, dispersal behaviours and number of shared male mates (it was especially 

developed for polygyny; Chesser 1991a). The most important finding from his work is that FIS 
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is expected to be negative within social groups, meaning that we expect to observe an excess of 

heterozygotes within breeding groups. This expectation is independent of the breeding and 

dispersal tactic but is expected to be maximized when groups are small, polygyny is high and 

parents differ in origin (Chesser 1991a,b). From an ecological perspective the negative FIS 

indicates that inbreeding is being minimized by the mating system and dispersal pattern (Sugg 

et al. 1996). From a population genetics perspective it shows that coancestry can accrue within 

breeding groups without a concomitant increase in inbreeding. Note that the coancestry is also a 

measure of relatedness, and thus the expected excess of heterozygotes suggests that relatedness 

within breeding groups is not necessarily translated into loss of genetic diversity (Chesser et al. 

1993, Sugg and Chesser 1994, Sugg et al. 1996). In contrast, if mating systems would be 

predicted to result in a positive FIS, then increased coancestries would be associated with 

increased inbreeding and loss of diversity, but Chesser theoretical results suggest that the effect 

of sociality is the opposite. 

1.3.2 Inbreeding: what’s in a word? 

It is generally recognized that inbreeding contributes to the decline, endangerment and 

extinction of small and isolated populations (Frankham 1995a,b). For this reason, inbreeding 

receives much attention in population genetics, and is particularly important in conservation 

biology studies. Population genetics theory predicts that isolated populations are more subjected 

to genetic drift, which may lead to inbreeding depression effects through fixation of deleterious 

mutations (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1987, Roelke et al. 1993, Frankham 1995a,b, 

Munson et al. 1996, Saccheri et al. 1998, Frankham and Ralls 1998, Reynolds et al. 1999, 

Higgins and Lynch 2001, Johnson et al. 2010). Empirical studies in experimental, captive and 

natural populations have indeed reported decreased fitness (survival and fertility) in small 

populations, (Saccheri et al. 1996, Saccheri et al. 1998, Eldridge et al. 1999) and empirical 

studies in populations that survive as metapopulations in highly fragmented landscapes have 

established a close link between decreased heterozygosity, inbreeding and extinction risk 

(Saccheri et al. 1998, Eldridge et al. 1999). However, the word inbreeding is used in several 

distinct contexts and, similarly to effective sizes, there are many definitions of inbreeding each 

measuring a different property of the population. The inbreeding can be defined as a coefficient 

of co-ancestry (probability of identity-by-descent) and deviation from a random-mating 

population (Jacquard 1975, Templeton and Read 1994, Holsinger and Weir 2009). Its several 

meanings are the source of a general misunderstanding on Chesser’s results and of much 

confusion in interpretation of inbreeding. 
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The most intuitive use for the term inbreeding is as a measure of identity-by-descent (or co-

ancestry among genes), that is, is a measure of how much likely is that two genes share a 

common ancestor. Inbreeding as a measure of identity-by-descent is a consequence of genetic 

drift: it is because there is variance in the number of copies that each gene leaves that inbreeding 

will accumulate in a population (due to drift at some point in the past all genes will eventually 

share a common ancestor, see section 1.2.1; Templeton and Read 1994). Inbreeding as a 

measure of co-ancestry among genes is a probability. It varies between zero and one, it cannot 

take negative values. Thus, it cannot measure “avoidance of inbreeding”, in the sense that it 

does not measure if mating pairs are being established in order to maximize or minimize the 

probability of identity-by-descent in the two homologous genes of their descendent (individual 

inbreeding) in comparison to the average of the population. 

The term inbreeding is often used within the context of F-statistics, and in this context 

inbreeding is a measure of deviation from random mating. More than one-hundred years ago, 

when population genetics was in its beginning, Hardy (1908) and Weinberg (1908) formulated 

the following principle: in an infinitely large random-mating population where the effects of 

mutation, selection, migration and genetic drift are absent, the frequency of genotypes is 

expressed by the product of the frequency of gametes (that is the allelic frequencies). In a real 

population, when the frequency of the genotypes (observed heterozygosity) equals that expected 

from its allelic frequencies, the population is said to be at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), 

because the genotypes fulfill the Hardy-Weinberg proportions (expected heterozygosity). In 

other words, in a panmitic population the observed and expected heterozygosity are the same. 

The discrepancy between the observed and the expected heterozygosity occurs when mattings 

are preferentially among individuals that are more, or less, related than two individuals chosen 

at random from the population (these are said as inbred and outbred mattings, respectively). The 

term inbreeding, as defined by Wright (1922) measures exactly such deviations. The inbreeding 

coefficient (FIS) was originally proposed to quantify the “departure from the amount of 

homozygosity under random mating towards complete homozygosity” (Wright 1922) within the 

context of inbred lines, where mating was occurring preferentially among related individuals, 

and hence FIS was termed inbreeding coefficient. While a positive FIS represents a deficit of 

heterozygotes, a negative FIS represents an excess of heterozygotes in comparison to what 

would have happened had mating been at random. Thus, Wright’s FIS is usually used to identify 

factors that cause a population to deviate from panmixia, these can be inbreeding, selection and 

population structure (Holsinger and Weir 2009, Waples 2015). This is the most widely used 

measure of inbreeding. However, the FIS inbreeding coefficient gives only information about the 

formation of mating pairs, it neither gives information about the probability of identity-by-
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descent in the overall population, nor about the rate of loss of genetic diversity (Jacquard 1975, 

Templeton and Read 1994). Indeed non-random mating does not change allelic frequencies; it 

only changes how these are distributed in individuals. It is drift (variation in the number of 

offspring among individuals), and not how mating pairs are formed, that leads to the loss of 

diversity. Doyle (2016) has recently provided an empirical example of this: in aquaculture 

shrimps’ industry breeding consists in crossing individuals from different genetic lineages 

(different families). However, once the F1 family is generated, mattings occur among F1 

individuals. These resulting F2 individuals are off-course highly related (maternal and paternal 

genes will coalesce within two generations), however inbreeding as measured by Wright’s FIS 

does not deviate from zero because F1 individuals mate at random. Many of these populations 

effectively suffer inbreeding depression effects, although the populations have not been 

considered inbred (wrongly) based on its FIS coefficient. This example clearly demonstrates how 

the calculation of inbreeding coefficients can lead to a misuse of the term inbreeding in the 

conservation genetics literature. 

1.3.3 The excess of heterozygotes in finite populations 

The Hardy-Weinberg principle is based on the assumption that there are no evolutionary forces 

acting on a population so that both allelic and genotypic frequencies remain constant over time. 

Real populations are finite and structured, and many evolutionary forces act on them so that 

neither allelic frequencies, nor genotypic frequencies remain constant over time. Wright’s FIS, is 

a measure of the system of mating (see section above), but an excess or deficit of heterozygotes 

may actually be detected due to a number of different reasons. For instance, an excess of 

homozygotes may be an artifact and occur due to null alleles or inappropriate sampling in a 

subdivided population (where subdivision is not accounted for) whereas an excess of 

heterozygotes may result from a small population size in biparental species (although is not 

usually interpreted in this way). Also, a number of theoretical works have shown that drift may 

lead to differential allelic frequencies between male and female parents, causing an excess of 

heterozygotes in the progeny in relation to that expected by the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

(Beaumont 2007). This was earlier discussed by Hogben (1946) and Levene (1949) in the 

general issue of sampling genes from a maternal and paternal gene pool, and also by Robertson 

1965 and Cannings and Edwards 1969 who have noticed that the finiteness of populations can 

bias the genotypic proportions by an amount inversely proportional to the effective population 

size. This excess of heterozygotes depends on the difference between male and female allelic 

frequencies, and is thus expected to be larger when there is a high sex-bias in the population 
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(Luikart and Cornuet 1999). More recently Balloux (2004) has discussed that this excess of 

heterozygotes is a consequence of the absence of selfing and not as a consequence of dioecity in 

itself: there is a proportion of homozygous that will be predicted based on the combined allelic 

frequencies of both sexes but that in reality cannot be produced in the progeny because the 

alleles that will form each new generation individual will come from two distinct gene pools. 

This means that small dioecious populations are actually expected to have negative FIS, even 

when mating occurs at random (Beaumont 2007). Beyond the effect of its finite size, real 

populations may depart from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for other different reasons (Waples 

2015) and we note that we focused on demographic factors affecting the neutral genetic 

diversity, that is assuming that we focus on genomic regions not affected by natural selection. It 

is known for instance that selection can lead to deviations from Hardy-Weinberg, either leading 

to an excess of heterozygotes due to overdominance (e.g. humans that are heterozygotes for 

hemoglobin S allele are protected against malaria, Aidoo et al. 2002), or to a deficit of 

heterozygotes due to underdominance. We note however that selection is expected to act on 

specific functional regions of the genome (i.e. deviations only in some genes), whereas 

demographic factors are expected to affect the entire genome. Similarly, artifacts due to data 

generation (e.g. null alleles) are also expected to be found in a few genomic regions, and hence 

these can be distinguished from the genome-wide demographic effects. 

 1.4 Structure and objectives of the thesis 

The main goal of this thesis was to investigate the genetic consequences of social 

structure. In particular it has focused on the effect of ignoring social structure when 

inferring parameters in socially structured populations. An individual-based simulation 

framework was developed to investigate the effects of sex-biased dispersal and complex 

mating systems on genotypic frequencies, genetic diversity and gene genealogies. In 

more detail, the main objectives were:  

i) To understand whether social structure leads to genetic patterns that differ from 

those predicted by classical population genetics models of structure, specifically if 

genotypic diversity and genetic diversity within social groups and at the overall 

population, differ from that expected in deme-based models; 

ii) To assess the effect of social structure in the detection of population size changes. 

In particular, to understand if social groups bias demographic inferences in similar, 

or different, ways to that expected when populations are subdivided into demes. We 

also aimed at quantifying the effect of some particularities of social species, such as 
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biparental reproduction and diploidy, which occur in social species but that may 

have an effect independently from the social subdivision in itself;  

iii) To develop a new modeling framework to simulate populations subdivided into 

social groups (age-structured units with complex mating strategies), among which 

dispersal can occur according to different patterns (e.g. sex-biased and long distance 

migration). The main goal was to develop a user-friendly simulation tool, flexible 

enough to simulate a wide range of known mammalian systems, so that it could be 

used by other researchers to model their own species of interest; 

iv) To characterize the genetic structure of a primate social species (Propithecus 

tattersalli) at different levels: within social groups and at the scale of the forest 

fragment (ignoring social structure). The specific aim was to compare the 

theoretical predictions (obtained in point i) with those obtained from field data by 

combining an empirical and a modeling framework (applying the new software 

developed).  

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 (the present section) consists of a general 

introduction where the concept of population structure is introduced within the context of 

ecology and genetics. This section briefly reviews some classical population genetic models of 

structure, and describes how different aspects contribute to shape and predict the genetic 

diversity of populations. This section also briefly reviews the coalescent theory and introduces 

social structure as an important aspect that has been neglected in classical population genetics 

models. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 include four manuscripts, in which the main objectives 

described above were addressed.  

Chapter 2 includes two manuscripts that quantify the effect of social structure in the genetic 

diversity, analyzing to what extent patterns of diversity are different from predictions of 

classical population structured models. In this Chapter the effects of social structure under a 

variety of systems of mating (monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny) and under different 

dispersal patterns (sex-biased or not) were investigate. The implications of the results for the 

interpretation of genetic and genotypic diversity, and for inferring demographic parameters are 

discussed. Section 2.1 consists of a manuscript that has been published in the Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences USA. In this section the aim was to understand to which extent 

ignoring social groups affects our measures of the distribution of genetic diversity (measured 

using F-statistics). Genetic and genotypic diversity were measured within social groups and at 

the population level (that is, pooling different social groups). The effect of sampling different 

classes of individuals (different age classes and different reproductive status that compose social 
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groups) was also investigated. The genetic and genotypic expectations obtained within social 

groups are also compared to expectations from classical models of population structure. Our 

results on the effect of sociality on genotypic diversity patterns, including of different systems 

of mating and sex-biased dispersal are discussed within the context of ecology. Section 2.2 

consists of a manuscript in preparation. In this section the aim was to access the effect of social 

structure when inferring the demographic history of populations. Genetic data were obtained by 

simulating data under socially organized populations (that is, populations subdivided into social 

groups and mating according to different strategies) that did not suffered any change in size. 

These simulated data were analyzed with two commonly used methods to detect population size 

changes implemented in the msvar and the Bottleneck softwares. 

Chapter 3 comprises two manuscripts, both in preparation. Section 3.1 is a computer note and 

presents the framework used during this thesis. Section 3.2 describes an application of that 

modeling framework to a social lemur species, the Propithecus tattersalli, which is a social 

species, critically endangered distributed over a fragmented region of Madagascar. By 

combining an empirical and simulation study, the main goal of this section was to understand to 

which extent social structure contributes to explain the observed apportionment of genetic 

diversity in this species.  

Chapter 4 is a general discussion that reviews and integrates all the results within the issue of 

challenges that hidden population structure poses when inferring parameters from real 

populations. The main results of this thesis are integrated and discussed in the context of 

ecology, in particular at the light of inbreeding avoidance theories (which is a common topic in 

many empirical studies in ecology); its implications for conservation are also discussed. Finally, 

the main contributions of this thesis are highlighted and the important questions that remain 

open and that deserve a more deep analysis are pointed out at the concluding remarks. 
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Abstract 

Genetic data contains information about the demographic history of a population. This 

information can be used to get insights on important factors affecting the persistence of 

populations, and thus several methods have been developed to infer population size changes. 

We know from theory that summary statistics and gene genealogies of expanding/ decreasing 

populations are biased in specific ways in relation to the expectations in a Wright-Fisher 

stationary population. Most methods to detect population size changes rely on the assumption 

that samples have been taken from a single isolated panmitic population. However, it has long 

been recognized that most natural populations are structured and recently several simulation 

studies have demonstrated that classical population structure (subdivision into demes) may lead 

to spurious signals of population decline. Many populations are further structured into social 

groups and although this has been shown to have consequences for the diversity of populations, 

the consequences of social structure in demographic inferences has never been tested explicitly. 

Here we simulate populations subdivided into distinct social groups, wherein mating occurs 

according to different strategies. To quantify the effect of social structure on estimates of 

population size change we analyzed such data in two widely used methods of demographic 

inference, implemented in the BOTTLENECK and MSVAR programs. We found that social 

structure often leads to signals of expansion rather than decline in both methods. This suggests 

that gene genealogies in socially structured populations are different from what is expected in 

classical models of population structure. We also found that other aspects of social species, such 

as diploidy may lead to unexpected signals of bottlenecks. These results suggest that social 

structure and other aspects associated with it are important, and that it is crucial to explicitly 

account for social structure when interpreting demographic signals in real populations. 

Keywords: social structure, population size change, demographic history 
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Introduction 

Demographic events are an important part of the evolutionary history of species. Information on 

the severity and timing of past population size changes may reveal the zoogeographic history of 

regions (Storz et al. 2002, Sheng Hu et al. 2009), provide knowledge on past colonization 

events (Konečný et al. 2013) and give insights on the relative consequences of climatic changes 

and anthropogenic actions (Lorenzen et al. 2011, Quéméré et al. 2012). 

Theoretical works in population genetics have demonstrated that genetic data contains 

information about the demographic history of populations. For instance, summary statistics of 

populations (summaries of the allelic frequencies distributions, number of alleles and allelic 

sizes) are biased in specific ways in comparison to that expected in a stationary population 

(Watterson 1975, Tajima 1989); similarly gene genealogies in populations that have suffered 

expansions are characterized by long branches, whereas when populations have suffered 

contractions these are rather characterized by many short internal branches and few external 

long ones (Wakeley 1999). Over the past year, several methods have extended this knowledge 

in order to infer past demographic changes from genetic data. While some of these methods rely 

on the summary statistics to detect departures from what is predicted in a Wright-Fisher 

population, such as the heterozygosity excess test (Cornuet and Luikart 1996); others rely on 

model based approaches to infer unknown demographic parameters (Beaumont 1999, 

Drummond et al. 2005, Li and Durbin 2011, Mazet et al. 2015). Although these approaches 

usually assume that samples have been taken from single isolated panmitic populations (but see 

Wakeley 1999, Beerli and Felsenstein 2001, Chikhi et al. 2010, Hey and Nielsen 2004, 

Excoffier et al. 2005 for inferences under simple models of subdivided populations), it has long 

been recognized that most natural populations are structured. Moreover, works on population 

genetics have demonstrated decades ago that the subdivision of populations has effects on 

genetic variation, effective size and gene genealogies (Wright 1951, Slatkin 1977, Slatkin 1987, 

Wilkinson-Herbots 1998, Wakeley 1999, Pannel and Charesworth 2000, Pannel 2003, 

Charleswoth et al. 2003). The increased awareness of the importance of population structure, 

and that inferential methods rely on assumptions that do not hold for most natural populations, 

led in the past years to a growing number of simulation-based studies on the robustness of 

methods that infer past demographic changes (Beaumont 2003, Leblois et al. 2006, Städler et al. 

2009, Chikhi et al. 2010, Girod et al. 2011, Paz-Vinas et al. 2013, Heller et al. 2013, Hoban et 

al. 2013). So far, these studies have looked at classical genetic models of structure, which 

assume that populations are subdivided into demes (random-mating units) that exchange 

migrants with all other demes in the population (n-island model), or only among neighboring 
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demes (stepping-stone model). For instance, Städler et al. (2009) have explored the effect of 

structure and the sampling strategy (under stationary or expanding n-island and stepping-stone 

populations) in the properties of two summary statistics. Similarly, Chikhi et al. (2010) and 

Heller et al. (2013) studied the effect of the sampling scheme in populations structured into n-

islands with varying levels of gene flow. Paz-Vinas et al. (2013) have studied the effect of 

asymmetric gene flow under a linear stepping-stone model and Mazet et al. (2016) have studied 

the effect of sampling two haploid genomes in one or two demes in an n-island model. A 

general rule from these studies is that population structure can lead to an incorrect inference of 

population size changes, particularly when samples derive from a single deme. Importantly, all 

these studies have found that when each sampled individual derives from a different deme, the 

effect of structure on incorrect demographic inferences tends to be minimized (but see Mazet et 

al. 2016 for the case of two haploid genomes). Thus, the sampling scheme is also an important 

factor leading to incorrect demographic inferences. The problem is that in reality, in many 

species we have no information about the population structure before sampling, and hence the 

effects of sampling scheme and population structure are strongly related. Existing studies give 

insights only on how the parameters that characterize models of structure (patterns and rates of 

migration and deme sizes) affect the inference about the demographic history. Real populations 

are structured in a complex variety of ways, including age, sex and mating structure 

(monogamy, polygyny, etc.). These biological factors create deviations to random-mating, 

either because they prevent some individuals from participating in reproduction (such as age-

structure), either because mating occurs according to specific mating strategies. This is 

particularly true for social species, where mating and dispersal mechanisms can prevent the 

random mixing of genes. Moreover, in many vertebrates dispersal can be strongly sex-biased, 

with one sex dispersing away from the natal group before reproduction, and the other being 

philopatric (Greenwood 1980, Johnson and Gaines 1990). Dispersal has indeed been shown to 

influence the genetic diversity of populations, in particular the diversity and differentiation 

among social groups was found to be different in mitochondrial-DNA, Y-DNA and autosomal 

loci as a result of sex-biased dispersal (Di Fiore 2012). Also, in most mammalian societies 

mating is highly skewed. In many primates the dominant males control the access to more 

females than their subordinates, as in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) where the access to 

females is rank-related (Melnick 1987). Breeding success can also have a high bias in females, 

even though it is much rarer. In some societies only a limited number of females may reproduce 

per social group (Clutton-Brock 2006, Clutton-Brock 2009). This occurs for instance in species 

living in monogamous pairs who rear young with the help of immature females from the 

previous breeding season; also in a small number of species, only one female breeds regularly 
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and most females do not reproduce at any stage of their lifespan, as in naked mole-rats 

(Heterocephalus glaber; Sherman et al. 1991, Clutton-Brock 2009). 

Some genetic models outside the classical approach have demonstrated that breeding structure, 

social system and dispersal patterns have effects on population genetic structure. When 

populations are subdivided into social groups, summary statistics expectations (the 

heterozygosity in particular) and the rate of loss of diversity are different from what is predicted 

in classical models of population structure (Chesser 1991a,b, Sugg et al. 1996, Parreira and 

Chikhi 2015). Also, other more specific aspects of breeding strategies, such as inbreeding 

constrains, have been shown to affect the shape of gene genealogies. In particular, Campbell 

(2015) has calculated the expected time to common ancestry among genes when mating among 

sibs is prevented or preferred, and has shown that in the former the expected time is pushed 

back, whereas in the latter the coalescent rate increases. Therefore, it seems reasonable to think 

that social structure may have significant consequences when inferring past demographic 

events, different from those found in studies accounting for classical models of population 

structure. 

Nowadays, great amounts of genetic data are relatively easy to obtain (Allendorf et al. 2010) 

and there is an increasing number of studies reconstructing the demographic history of natural 

populations from genetic data. Most empirical datasets concern social species and population 

size changes are detected across a wide range of species including bats, primates or cetaceans 

(Storz and Beaumont 2002, Goossens et al. 2005, Olivieri et al. 2008, Craul et al. 2009, Sharma 

et al. 2012, Quéméré et al. 2012, Alter et al. 2012, Fontaine et al. 2014). Thus, it is important to 

understand if and how social structure creates biases in demographic inferences. In this study, 

we have simulated data under socially structured populations and we have analyzed them with 

two commonly used approaches implemented in the MSVAR and BOTTLENECK software. 

Our aim was to understand to which extent properties of socially structured populations, such as 

biparental reproduction, complex mating systems and age-classes, affect the detection of 

population size changes. In addition, we also studied the effect of the sampling scheme. The 

reason for this is that empirical studies typically analyze individuals that come from various 

social groups to infer the demographic history of populations. To mimic such sampling 

schemes, we sampled several individuals from distinct social groups which we analyzed by 

pooling them together (without explicitly assigning individuals to social groups). We note that 

population size remained constant in all the scenarios we investigated, and hence any evidence 

for population size changes will be due to confounding effects, not related to actual population 

size changes but to other factors such as social structure, or the sampling scheme. 
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Materials and methods 

Generating data under socially structured populations 

Genetic data were simulated under socially structured populations. We used an individual-

based, forward in time simulation framework that was previously developed and formalized 

(Parreira and Chikhi 2015). The detailed description of the model can be found at Parreira and 

Chikhi (2015) but in short, it assumes that a population is a network of social groups among 

which individuals, from one or both sexes, can disperse. Within this framework, we explicitly 

simulate diploid individuals living within social groups that can have distinct characteristics, 

such as sex ratios, mating systems and dominance hierarchies. We assume that individuals go 

through a simplified life-cycle which encompasses four key stages: offspring, juveniles, non-

reproductive adults, and reproductive adults. Transitions between these stages depend on life-

history information. Specifically, individuals are assumed to be offspring until they are weaned; 

juveniles if they are above weaning age but under reproductive age; and finally adults. These 

can be reproductive or non-reproductive depending on whether they actually mate or not (see 

below). The model allows to specify these and other life-history parameters (reproductive age, 

lifetime reproductive success and mean number of offspring per female, see Table 1), according 

to the specific details of the species of interest. Under this framework, a social group is an age-

structured unit where parents live with their offspring that were potentially born during different 

breeding seasons. In other words, the model assumes overlapping generations (see Parreira and 

Chikhi 2015 for details). 

A time unit in the model (a time step) consists of elementary updates of the state of each 

individual and of the condition of each social group (total number of individuals). These updates 

occur as a consequence of the following events: ageing, death, reproduction, migration and 

colonization. A time step corresponds to an arbitrary time unit, which can be a year, a month, a 

day or a few hours, depending on the generation time of the species of interest.  

Reproduction: Although all adults can potentially mate, only a limited number of them actually 

reproduces – these are individuals with a reproductive status (RS) and each mating season 

mating pairs are formed among these RS individuals; all other adults are referred to as non-

reproductive (non RS) and remain within a social group without participating in reproductive 

events until a mating opportunity emerges (see below). The number of RS individuals is pre-

defined and assumed to be the same in all social groups. At each mating season, RS individuals 

form mating pairs within their own social group according to a specific mating system. The total 

number of RS individuals, their sex-ratio and the presence of dominants are determined by the 
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mating system that is species-specific. For instance, under monogamy there is only one mating 

pair (one male and one female RS) per social group that controls reproduction for consecutive 

mating seasons; whereas under strict polygyny one single RS male enjoys exclusive access to 

several RS females. Pairs of reproducing adults are build anew by randomly assigning RS males 

to RS females with replacement. This implies that the total number of mating pairs equals the 

number of RS females, and that females reproduce with one single male, whereas an RS male 

can sire offspring from several RS females. The total number of offspring per social group is 

taken at random from a truncated Poisson distribution with a mean equal to the mean number of 

offspring per female (b) times the number of RS females. Offspring are randomly assigned to 

mating pairs, constraining on b+1 per mating pair. The reason for this constraint is that in 

mammals it is rare for a female to have a number of offspring much larger than the average. For 

instance, the proportion of twins in humans and most primates is very low. 

Dispersal events: In this simulation framework, there is a difference between colonization and 

migration events. In the former individuals move to create a new social group (when there is 

space for a new social group), whereas in the latter individuals move to become RS in a pre-

existing social group. Dispersal is not defined by an explicit rate, as in classical population 

genetics models, but it is rather a consequence of the death rate. During colonization a new 

social group is established when an existing one goes extinct. This occurs when all RS 

individuals of at least one sex die. In this situation new RS individuals are chosen at random in 

other social groups among the adult non-RS individuals (see details in Parreira and Chikhi 

2015). Migration events occur as a consequence of death events in other social groups, which 

create an opportunity for non-RS adults to become RS. Migrants are randomly chosen among 

the non-RS individuals living in other social groups. When one of the sexes is philopatric, the 

dead RS individuals from that sex are replaced by non-RS adults randomly chosen within the 

social group of interest. 

Simulation study 

Genetic data was generated under a stationary population consisting of fifty social groups. 

These were arranged as a fully connected network (that is, each social group is connected to 

every other in the population), as in an n-island model. Because mammalian social systems are 

typically characterized by female philopatry and male dispersal (Greenwood 1980, Johnson and 

Gaines 1990), we have assumed that females are philopatric. Life-history parameters are 

assumed as in Table 1. 
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At time zero social groups consisted only of RS individuals at a sex-ratio equal to that assumed 

for the mating system of interest (see Table 2), initial genotypes were obtained by sampling 

alleles from a panmitic population with =20, where  is the scaled mutation rate (4N). Each 

diploid individual was represented by one-hundred neutral, independent microsatellites evolving 

under a stepwise mutation model with per locus mutation rate =5x10
-4

.  

We have considered three mating systems: monogamy (Nf=Nm=1), polygynandry (Nf=Nm=2) 

and polygyny (Nf=10 and Nm=1) (see Table 2), where Nf and Nm are the number of RS females 

and males, respectively. Simulations were run for 8000 generations, much beyond that required 

to attain mutation-drift equilibrium, which was confirmed based on the convergence of 

summary statistics (namely, the expected heterozygosity and the number of alleles). 

In order to compare results with expectations under panmictic populations of constant size we 

generated data under different frameworks: under the single non-structured populations’ model 

(Wright-Fisher), simulations were performed in different frameworks: ms (Hudson 2002), 

which is a classical population genetics coalescent based approach, where we have generated a 

sample of 40 genes under three distinct  values (2, 10 and 20); EASYPOP (Balloux 2001), 

which is an individual-based forward time program that allows to simulate data under single and 

structured populations, where we have simulated one random-mating population of two-

thousand asexual haploid organisms and a population of one-thousand diploid biparental 

individuals (500 males and 500 females); social groups’ framework where we simulated one-

single random mating population of dioceous diploid individuals (by using a slighty modified 

version of our program, see Table 2). 

 Also, in order to distinguish the effect of social structure from the effect of population 

subdivision into random-mating units, we have performed simulations under a classical 50-

island model. The classical population genetics approach is fundamentally different from the 

social groups’ framework. In the former, a unit of population subdivision (social group) consists 

of a group of family related individuals wherein few individuals (parents) reproduce for 

consecutive mating seasons; whereas in the latter, a unit of population subdivision (deme) 

consists of a temporary aggregation of individuals that mate (within each deme at random, 

according to the Wright-Fisher model) and die just after and thus, parents and offspring cannot 

coexist (generations do not overlap).  

The simulations under the island model were performed in the EASYPOP (Balloux 2001) which 

considers demes as panmitic breeding units while allowing specifying different sex ratios. To 

compare the different systems of mating systems with the classical deme-based models, we 
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defined the sex-ratio within demes as in the social groups’ program (that is, 1:1, 2:2 and 1:10). 

In this last set of simulations, females were philopatric, whereas males were allowed to migrate. 

We varied migration rate from 0.1 to 1.0 by increments of 0.01, and we chose those simulations 

that produced levels of differentiation (FST) within the range of values obtained in the social 

groups’ simulations. In total, we have generated data under 11 different scenarios, and for each 

we produced 100 independent replicates (see Table 2). 

Inference of the demographic history 

The simulated datasets were analyzed with two widely used methods to detect population size 

changes, implemented in the BOTTLENECK v.1.2.1 (Piry et al. 1999) and MSVAR 0.4 

programs (Beaumont 1999). The first detects departures from mutation drift under a classical 

Wright-Fisher model, whereas the second explicitly models a scenario of population size change 

and estimates various parameters of the model (see below for details). 

We analyzed samples taken from the last time point of the simulations to ensure that 

populations were at equilibrium (note that this makes sense only for datasets obtained under in 

social groups’ and EASYPOP programs as in the ms simulations samples were generated under 

equilibrium models). We sampled 40 genes (20 diploid individuals) at random from the 

sampling units of interest. These could be demes or social groups. In the scenarios with 

subdivided populations (either into demes, or social groups), we sampled individuals from 

distinct units: four individuals from each of five randomly chosen units whenever possible. Note 

that in the case of monogamy, this was not possible since demes were composed of two 

individuals. In the social groups’ simulations, we used two sampling schemes. We first sampled 

these four individuals at random among all age/ reproductive classes; and then at random among 

the RS individuals only. For most modeling frameworks it is not possible to distinguished these 

sampling schemes as all individuals are by definition RS (see Parreira and Chikhi, 2015). Each 

individual was represented by 100 independent microsatellite loci and the 100 loci were 

analyzed with the BOTTLENECK, whereas 20 loci were analyzed with MSVAR for 

computational reasons. Also, one-hundred independent datasets were analyzed with the 

BOTTLENECK program, whereas with the MSVAR twenty datasets were analyzed instead. We 

assumed the same mutation rate for all loci and that mutations occurred according to the SMM 

mutation model.  

Analysis with BOTTLENECK 
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The BOTTLENECK software (Piry et al. 1999) implements a simple method which allows to 

detect population size changes (decreases or expansions) based on a heterozygosity excess test 

(Cornuet and Luikart 1996). In a stationary population with constant size, the forces of mutation 

and drift balance each other maintaining genetic diversity at an equilibrium – the mutation-drift 

equilibrium. Ewens (1972) has shown that under the mutation-drift equilibrium the number of 

alleles in a sample is sufficient to calculate the expected allelic distribution, and thus the 

theoretical expectation for some population genetics statistics that depend on the allele 

frequencies, such as heterozygosity, can be obtained from the sampled number of alleles. Under 

neutrality and under the assumption that real populations can be approximated by an idealized 

Wright-Fisher, deviations from the expected equilibrium can be informative about relatively 

recent demographic events. The heterozygosity test as implemented in BOTTLENECK (Piry et 

al. 1999) computes the expected heterozygosity for a given sample and compares it to the 

theoretical expectation given the observed number of alleles (Cornuet and Luikart 1996). An 

excess of heterozygosity (in comparison to that expected from the observed number of alleles) 

provides evidence for population contraction, whereas a deficit provides evidence for 

expansion. The reason is that in a population that went through a bottleneck, rare alleles are 

likely to be lost, whereas in an expanding population new (and rare) alleles are likely to arise. 

The theoretical expectation for heterozygosity was estimated in the BOTTLENECK based on 1, 

000 simulations assuming the SMM mutation model (which is the same mutation model used to 

simulate the datasets in the social group’s and EASYPOP programs). Statistical significance of 

the deviations (either excess or deficit) where tested through the Wilcoxon's signed rank test. 

Support for a population size change was considered significant if less than 5% of the 

distribution of the computed heterozygosity values was lower, or higher, than the observed 

value. 

Analysis with MSVAR 

The MSVAR software implements a model-based approach that detects and quantifies 

population size changes by inferring the posterior distribution of parameters under a specific 

family of models of population size (Beaumont 1999). This method assumes that one single 

stable population changed ta generations ago from an ancestral size N1 to a current size N0, 

either exponentially or linearly. Contrary to the method of Cornuet and Luikart, which is based 

on summary statistics, this is a full-likelihood Bayesian approach. That is, it uses information 

that fully characterizes the genetic diversity of a population, specifically the allelic frequency 

distribution and the allelic states. It infers the posterior distribution of the magnitude of 
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population size change r= N0/ N1; the timing of the event tf=ta/N0; and the scaled mutation rate 

4N0 given prior distributions and the observed allele frequency data for each locus. We applied 

this method by assuming that population size change was linear. Wide log-uniform distributions 

varying between {-5, 5} were assumed for the three parameters log10(r), log10() and log10(Tf). 

Positive log(r) values were set as the starting values for the MCMC (although some results were 

confirmed by running chain using negative log(r) as starting value) and the initial  values were 

chosen for each locus from a Uniform [0,1] distribution. We have performed a long single run 

of 5 x 10
9
 steps with a thinning interval of 50,000 steps (output length of 10

4
 points) 

The convergence of the chain was checked visually and the first 10% of the chain was discarded 

as burn-in. The number of steps performed was found to be enough to reach the stationary 

distribution and the few data sets in which chains did not seem to converge were discarded. 

Results 

BOTTLENECK analyses 

Surprisingly, inferences based on datasets simulated under the Wright-Fisher model generated 

false signals of population size change (Figure 1). We found false expansion signals 

(heterozygosity deficit) in: diploid Wright-Fisher populations with separate sexes (p-values 

were significant in 29% of the datasets); asexual haploid Wright-Fisher populations (p-values 

were significant in 37% of the datasets) both simulated under the EASYPOP program (Figure 

1a); and also in haploid Wright-Fisher populations simulated under the ms framework for the 

specific case of =2 (Figure 1b, light gray bars). However, we also found a high proportion of 

datasets supporting the occurrence of contractions under some scenarios. This occurred in the 

asexual haploid scenario simulated under the EASYPOP software (p-values were significant in 

29% of the datasets, note that in this scenario 66% of all datasets were highly biased in either 

direction, Figure 1a, black bars) and in datasets simulated under the ms framework for large 

values of Figure 1b dark gray and black bars

Under the social groups approach we found signals of expansion in most datasets (Figure 2). 

Specifically, the proportion of replicates that significantly supported the occurrence of an 

expansion event for monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny were 27%, 32% and 38% (p < 

0.05, first bar in Figure 2 corresponding to random sampling within social groups). As these 

proportions show, we did not find major differences among systems of mating, and all scenarios 

showed a tendency for spurious signals of expansion. We also did not find any clear influence 

of the sampling scheme (Figure 2). 
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MSVAR analyses 

When analyzed in the MSVAR, datasets simulated under the ms program - stationary panmitic 

unstructured populations - did not exhibit signals of population size change. This was also the 

case for Wright-Fisher haploid populations simulated with EASYPOP. In contrast, simulations 

under diploid Wright-Fisher populations (with EASYPOP and also with a modification of our 

simulation  framework) produced spurious signals of population size changes, which were 

always towards bottlenecks rather than expansions (Figure 3). 

Inferences based on datasets simulated under the classical population structure models 

(generated with EASYPOP), pointed to spurious signals of expansion in most cases (Figure 4). 

Specifically, inferences based on populations subdivided into demes composed of two 

individuals (one male and one female), revealed a strong bias towards expansions (log(r) 

posteriors biased towards high positive values, Figure 4a), this also occurred when the sex-ratio 

was highly biased and demes were composed of one male and ten females,  although in this 

latter scenario the inference based on one dataset revealed a spurious signal of bottleneck (log(r) 

posteriors biased towards negative values, Figure 4c). Contrasting with this, inferences on 

datasets from populations subdivided in demes composed of two males and two females were 

accurate, and did not reveal demographic changes of any nature (neither bottlenecks, neither 

expansions, Figure 4b). 

In datasets generated under the social groups’ framework, the MSVAR approach consistently 

inferred population size changes. These were quite often towards expansions, although spurious 

signals of contractions were also frequently found (Figure 5). The monogamy scenario clearly 

produced spurious signals of population size change biased towards expansions (posterior 

distributions of log(r) biased towards positive values, Figure 5); whereas in the polygynandry 

and polygyny scenarios signals of population size change were not found as often, and when 

they were found, they were biased towards expansions as often as towards contractions (Figure 

5). 

Discussion 

Our simulation study has shown that datasets generated under realistic population structure 

conditions, such as social groups with monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny systems of 

mating, show genetic properties different from what is expected under classical population 

genetic models. When analyzing such datasets with two widely used methods to detect 

population size changes (BOTTLENECK and MSVAR) we found that many of the population 
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structure scenarios investigated lead to deviations from mutation-drift equilibrium, resulting in 

spurious signals of population decline or expansions. In particular, we found that monogamy 

and polygyny tend to result in spurious signals of population expansion when individuals were 

sampled at random. We have also found that many characteristics of social individuals, such as 

biparental reproduction and diploidy can lead per se to strong signals of population size change 

in stationary panmitic populations.  

Genetic models of population structure have been studied extensively (Wright 1951, Slatkin 

1977, Maruyama and Kimura 1980, Wade and McCauley 1988, Whitlock 1992, Wakeley 1999, 

Pannel and Charlesworth 2000, Pannel 2003) and have shown that population structure has 

important genetic consequences on the levels of polymorphism and on the effective size of 

populations (see Charlesworth et al. 2003 for a review). Still, many methods and models to infer 

population size changes ignore population structure, and assume that datasets derive from a 

single unstructured Wright-Fisher population. Over the past years, there have been numerous 

studies on the performance of such methods (Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi et al. 2010, Girod et al. 

2011, Paz-Vinas et al. 2013, Heller et al. 2013, Hoban et al. 2013, Mazet et al. 2016). These 

have demonstrated that when samples are drawn from a structured population, inferences are 

often biased, detecting population size changes that never took place (Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi 

et al. 2010, Heller et al. 2013, Mazet et al. 2015, 2016). Contrary to what we have found in the 

present study, inferential methods typically detected spurious bottlenecks, rather than 

expansions under the models considered previously. This tendency was found under a wide 

range of parameters that characterize different aspects of population structure, such as migration 

rates, deme sizes and sampling schemes (Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi et al. 2010, Girod et al. 

2011, Paz-Vinas et al. 2013, Heller et al. 2013). Methods based on the coalescent, such as 

MSVAR, tend to infer bottlenecks when samples are derived from a single deme that exchanges 

migrants with other demes (Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi et al. 2010, Heller et al. 2013, Mazet et 

al. 2016). The intuition for this result is that when genes are sampled from a single deme, the 

corresponding lineages can either coalesce quickly within the sampled deme (for those whose 

ancestors are from the sampled deme), or can move to other demes due to migration events 

(backward in time). These immigrant lineages (forward in time) will tend to have long branches 

as they need to wait until a migration event puts back two lineages into the same deme before 

they can coalesce (Wakeley 1999, Wakeley 2009). The genealogy of a sample taken from one 

single deme may thus have several short and only a few long branches, similar to the expected 

gene trees of a bottlenecked population (Wakeley 1999). This has been pointed out by different 

simulation-based studies (Beaumont 2003, Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi et al. 2010, Mazet et al. 

2015), which have also found that when individuals are taken from several demes and pooled 
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together the bottleneck signal disappears to a large extent (Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi et al. 

2010, Heller et al. 2013). Although, in general, population structure tends to generate spurious 

bottlenecks, expansions have also been previously found by Paz-Vinas et al. (2013) in 

populations experiencing asymmetrical gene flow and by Mazet et al. (2016) when sampling 

two haploid genomes from different demes. Theoretically, the time it takes until two genes 

taken at random to coalesce depends on the number of demes and on the migration rates 

(Wakeley 1999, Wakeley 2009), but biologically there may be a number of situations that 

prevent genes from coalescing in the recent past, such that genealogies may be composed of 

very long external branches, just like in an expanding population. This was discussed by Mazet 

et al. (2016), who have noted that sampling two genomes from distinct demes (the scenario 

leading to spurious expansions) corresponds to sampling a diploid F1 hybrid individual from 

within a single deme - where for instance the mother is local, and the father is an immigrant – a 

case in which the two genes cannot coalesce in the previous generation. Importantly, this 

sampling strategy is not entirely comparable to ours as we have sampled several diploid 

individuals from different social groups, and samples may incorporate genes that have their 

ancestors locally but also genes that derive form immigrants and will coalesce much later. 

Genealogies in our study may be in-between of what we would expect for the sampling strategy 

―all genes within a single deme‖ and the sampling strategy ―all genes from different demes‖. In 

our study, we have assumed that females are philopatric and males are immigrant, and thus, a 

considerable proportion of the offspring is composed of genes that cannot coalesce in the 

previous generation (F1 just like in the study by Mazet et al. 2016). This situation is confirmed 

by the high levels of observed heterozygosity within social groups (FIS < 0), which indicates that 

mating occurs more often among individuals that are less related than what would be expected 

for a panmitic unit (Hartl and Clark 2007). Thus, sampling individuals within social groups may 

create an effect that is similar to that of sampling genes in different demes. Off course this will 

depend on the details of the migration and the mating system and should not be taken as a 

general rule. Indeed, individuals within social groups may have highly variable levels of 

relatedness (sibs, half-sibs, parent-offspring, etc.), which may lead to very different genealogies. 

This may explain why both bottlenecks and expansions can be inferred under the same mating 

scenarios (Figure 5). 

The ancestral coalescence process has been shown to hold as a good approximation under a 

variety of biologically meaningful population structures (beyond spatial structure), such as two-

sexes, age structure and different systems of mating (Möhle 1998a,b, Möhle 2000, Wakeley 

2009). However, the principle behind the convergence for the coalescence process relies on 

strong assumptions, such as a large number of demes (D), a large effective size for each deme 
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(N) and the deme size N being much larger than the sample size n (N >> n), which are easily 

violated in real populations (mathematically Kingman’s coalescent arises in the limit when the 

population size tends to infinite, and migration and coalescence do not occur in the same time 

scale). For instance, when sampling social groups (or small demes), sample sizes (n) are usually 

in the same order of magnitude as the deme sizes (N), which violates the condition N >> n. 

When the sample size is close to the deme size we can have coalescent events involving more 

than two lineages, which violates one of the assumptions of the standard coalescent. The 

violation of such fundamental assumptions may also explain why we find false signals of 

population size change in datasets from single unstructured populations when these are obtained 

from individual-based modeling frameworks. In particular individual-based models, such as 

implemented in EASYPOP and social groups’ programs, explicitly simulate diploid individuals 

based on the inheritance rules and treat populations as finite entities; whereas in the continuous 

time coalescent approximation, multiple mergers are not allowed and diploid genotypes are 

modeled as random sampling two lineages from the overall population. The point that gene 

genealogies are constrained by population pedigrees (which are fixed, and are not a random 

quantity as assumed by the coalescent) was previously made by Wakeley et al. (2012), who 

have studied conditions under which the derivations of the coalescent approach are appropriate 

to model populations of diploid biparental organisms. Interestingly, this study finds that when 

constraining for a given pedigree, gene genealogies are different only in the very recent past 

(last 10 generations). This is because under the standard coalescence many coalescents are 

expected to occur quickly in the recent past resulting in short external branches, but under some 

modes of reproduction or when populations are very small the actual pedigree constraints 

coalescent events preventing coalescent from occurring so fast. This study did not explore the 

consequences of uneven sex ratio or of population subdivision, but its results are important 

because it demonstrates that biological conditions reflected in the pedigrees may affect gene 

genealogies in the very recent past. 

The MSVAR relies on the full allelic frequencies and on the coalescent, and as described above 

its results depend on the shape of gene trees, whereas the BOTTLENECK depends on only two 

summary statistics, the number of alleles and the expected heterozygosity. Although the two 

different methods used in this study rely on different genetic information, the BOTTLENECK 

has also shown a bias in detecting expansion signals in datasets from socially structured 

populations. In the original paper of the BOTTLENECK method, Cornuet and Luikart (1996) 

have noted a series of conditions that may lead the method to incorrectly detect expansions. 

These are hidden substructure (unknown sampling from different demes in a subdivided 

population), recent immigration and sampling hybrids among two populations. These situations 
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lead to the presence of rare alleles in the samples’ allelic frequency distribution and the method 

will thus incorrectly detect a deficit in heterozygosity, as expected for an expanding population. 

All these cases may occur in samples taken from social groups. Indeed, when analyzing data in 

this study we are mixing individuals sampled from different social groups (we are ignoring 

social groups and assuming that individuals come from one single population, as occurs in 

several empirical studies). Also our samples may include hybrids among social groups as we are 

assuming female philopatry and male dispersal. 

Conclusion 

Several population genetic models of structure have demonstrated that when populations are 

subdivided into distinct units, diversity depends on a complex interplay between the parameters 

that characterize the structure and dynamics of a population, such as its spatial organization, 

rates of gene flow and life-history parameters (Wade and McCauley 1998, Pannel and 

Charlesworth 2000, Charlesworth et al. 2003). Also, social structure and mating systems have 

been shown to have important consequences for the way genetic diversity is partitioned among 

social groups and individuals (Sugg and Chesser 1994, Sugg et al. 1996, Parreira and Chikhi 

2015), but the exact effect of social structure on gene genealogies remains unknown. The effect 

of population and social structure on the gene trees may create unexpected bias when analyzing 

data from such populations. Here we tested and quantified such biases on two widely used 

methods to detect population size changes: i) BOTTLENECK, which relies on two summary 

statistics and their predicted relationship under mutation-drift equilibrium; and ii) MSVAR, 

which is based on the allele frequency distributions a full-likelihood approach based on a 

coalescent framework. Interestingly, social structure seems to create a bias towards expansions 

in these two inferential methods, rather than bottlenecks. This is particularly unsettling as many 

species for which it is important to correctly identify population size changes are socially 

organized and endangered. Our work does not clarify the exact reasons behind spurious signals 

of population size changes; still these results allow making the important point that social 

structure is important and different from classical population structure. Caution is thus required 

when drawing conclusions about the demographic history of social species with the tested 

methods. The framework used here is individual-based and allows simulating populations under 

a wide range of mating systems. These have the advantage of not depending on restrictive and 

unrealistic assumptions of most classical population genetic models. Thus, these individual-

based frameworks provide important tools to investigate via simulations the effects of complex 

mating systems, allowing to understand the exact effect of social structure (with all 
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particularities of real populations) on gene genealogies. Importantly, our simulation framework 

allows to retrieve gene genealogies and thus, more theoretical work should be done in the future 

to clarify what is the effect of social structure on the shape of gene trees. Finally, we should 

stress that all simulations were performed under the assumption of constant size. It will be 

interesting to see how changes in patterns of connection as a consequence of ―habitat 

fragmentation‖ or simple changes in total population size may generate or not signals of 

population size. 
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Tables and Figures 

Table 1. Life-history parameters used in the social groups’ model and values as considered 

in the simulations. 

Parameter Social groups One single population 

Nb. Social groups 50 1 

Life span 7 yr. 1 time step 

Maximum life span 10 yr. 1 time step 

No. offspring per mating 2 1 

Weaning age 3 mo. 0 

Reproductive age 2 yr. 0 

Death rate offspring 0.4 0 

Birth interval 1 yr. 0 

Nloci 100 100 

mutation rate, 5.10
-4

 5.10
-4

 

 

The social groups’ program was used to perform simulations under two distinct scenarios: a 

population subdivided into distinct social groups, and one single population of diploid 

biparental individuals that mate at random. In this last scenario we have used a slightly modified 

version of the program that maintains population size constant (there is no variation in the 

number of offspring produced and individuals live only one time step), and where each new 

offspring chooses at random a male and a female as parents. This table details the values of each 

parameter used under both scenarios. In the one single population scenario, life span and 

reproductive age were set to one and zero respectively, in order to constrain individuals to live 

exactly one generation and bring new born to become reproductive immediately after birth. 
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Table 2. The different scenarios simulated in the present study.  

Model Ploid

y 

Two 

sexes? 
 Framework Mating 

system 

No. RS 

Individuals 

Sex ratio  

Social 

groups 

2n 

2n 

2n 

yes 

yes 

yes 

- Social groups 

Social groups 

Social groups 

monogamy 

polygynandry 

polygyny 

1♂, 1♀ 

2♂, 2♀ 

1♂, 10♀  

1:1 

1:1 

1:10 

n-island  2n 

2n 

2n 

yes 

yes 

yes 

- EASYPOP 

EASYPOP 

EASYPOP 

random 1♂, 1♀ 

2♂, 2♀ 

1♂, 10♀ 

1:1 

1:1 

1:10 

Single 

population 

(WF model 

of random 

mating) 

n 

n 

n 

no 

no 

no 

2 

10 

20 

ms 

ms 

ms 

random - 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

n 

2n 

no 

yes 

2 

2 

EASYPOP 

EASYPOP 

random 2000 

1000 

- 

1 

2n Yes 2 Social groups random 1000 1 

 

This table (first row) shows the different mating systems simulated in the social groups’ 

framework. These are characterized by different ratios and numbers of reproductive individuals, 

specifically: monogamous mating - one single pair reproduces per social group; polygynandry 

mating - two males and two females form pairs at random at each mating season; polygyny 

mating – one single male controls reproduction in multi-female groups (also known as harems 

or strict dominance hierarchies; where we assume that there are ten breeding females per social 

group).  

The table also shows other simulation scenarios that were used: in order to disentangle the 

social structure effect from the spatial structure effect (second row – n-island scenarios 

simulated in the EASYPOP); and in order to get the null expectation from single population 

scenarios (WF population). The scenario of populations subdivided into distinct demes (that is, 

structure as classically envisioned in theoretical population genetics) were simulated in the 

ESYPOP framework. This assumed an n-island model, with biased sex ratios and number of 

individuals within demes as in the social groups’ model.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of p-values obtained when testing Wright-Fisher populations for the 

heterozygosity deficit test. 

Under mutation-drift equilibrium we would expect an equal probability of getting positive, or 

negative, differences between the observed and expected heterozygosity. p-values (x-axis) close 

to zero indicate population expansion and close to one indicate recent bottlenecks. These 

distributions represent the neutral expectation and show that the BOTTLENECK program may 

detect spurious signals of population size changes even when analyzing data from idealized 

populations. Panel a) shows p-values for the H-deficit test obtained for the datasets simulated 

under the EASYPOP program. Black bars correspond to simulations under a typical haploid 

Wright-Fisher population (of two-thousand genes), whereas gray bars correspond to diploid 

two-sex population (1000 individuals – 500 males and 500 females). In both scenarios  was set 

to a value of 2. The proportion of p-values that are significant in the H deficit test (supporting an 

expansion signal, p < 0.05) is 37% and 29% for the haploid and diploid models, respectively. In 

the haploid population datasets a high proportion of the datasets (29%) was also significant in 

the in the H excess test, but no dataset was significant in the diploid model. Mean He and NA in 

haploid and diploid populations where found as follow: NA(haploid)=3.84(sd=1.11), 

He(haploid)=0.55(sd=0.16) and NA(diploid)=3.83 (sd=1.08), He(diploid)=0.55(sd=0.16). Panel 

b) shows p-values for the H-deficit test obtained for the datasets simulated under the ms 

program, which is a coalescent-based framework. Each color represents a different value of  

from left to right: light grey, dark grey and black corresponding to  20, respectively. 

This figure shows that the statistical power of BOTTLENECK seems to be much low when 

populations are characterized by extreme levels of diversity (either very high or very low). At 

lower values of there is a high proportion of datasets that support the occurrence of expansion 
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events (p-value < 0.05, first columns), whereas high values of favor the detection of 

bottlenecks. Specifically under a  30% of the simulated datasets supported an expansion 

event, whereas only a very small proportion (3% and 1%) of the datasets simulated under 

values of 10 and 20 supported such a demographic scenario. Conversely, the proportion of 

datasets supporting a bottleneck (H excess) was 2%, 5% and 13%, respectively for  20 

(data not shown).  characterizes the diversity within a population, and populations 

characterized by smaller  values retain less diversity. In the datasets presented here the mean 

expected heterozygosity (He) and mean number of alleles (NA) equal He =0.55 (sd=0.16) and 

NA =3.80 (sd=1.07); He =0.78 (sd=0.07) and NA =7.06 (sd=1.68); He =0.84 (sd=0.05) and NA 

=9.15 (sd=2.03), respectively for 2, 10 and 20. 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of p-values obtained when testing socially structured populations 

for the heterozygosity deficit test. 

Each color represents a different mating system scenario, from left to right: monogamy (black), 

polygynandry (red) and polygyny (blue). Each p-value represents the significance obtained for 

each of the one-hundred independent datasets, produced under the social groups’ program. 

Significant values show evidence for population expansion. p-values (x-axis) close to zero 

indicate population expansion and close to one indicate recent bottlenecks; high p-values when 

testing for H deficit correspond to low p-values when testing for H excess and thus, the 

proportion of values with p>0.95 is indicative of the proportion of datasets that support evidence 

for population contraction. Panel a) shows results obtained when sampling individuals at 

random within social groups (among all age classes and reproductive status). We found a 

proportion of 27%, 32% and 38% datasets supported expansions, respectively in monogamy, 
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polygynandry and polygyny. Note that few datasets support a bottleneck. Heterozygosity 

measured according to Nei (1978) from a population sample of reproductive individuals is as 

follows: He=0.25(sd=0.21) and NA=2.08(sd=0.78); He=0.32(sd=0.21) and NA=2.37(sd=0.83); 

He=0.31(sd=0.21) and NA=2.33(sd=0.83), respectively for monogamy, polygynandry and 

polygyny. Panel b) shows results obtained when only reproductive individuals were sampled. 

The proportion of datasets that significantly supported the occurrence of expansions is 49%, 

32% and 32%, respectively for monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny. Diversity and number 

of alleles calculated from reproductive individuals are as follows: He=0.26(sd=0.21) and 

NA=1.958(sd=0.75); He=0.32(sd=0.21) and NA=2.40(sd=0.83); He =0.31(sd=0.22) and 

NA2.29(sd=0.82), for monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3. Posterior of log(r) obtained under the null hypothesis (one single random mating 

population at mutation-drift equilibrium). 

Posterior density distributions of r, the ratio between present N0 and ancestral N1 population size 

obtained for datasets generated under the scenario of one single random-mating population. 

Densities are represented in log scale; log(r) values close to 0 indicate a stable population 

(N0=N1); positive values indicate expansions (N0>N1), and negative values indicate bottlenecks 

(N0<N1). The dashed line corresponds to the prior distribution of log(r). The different panels 

correspond to three situations of Wright-Fisher populations with constant size. Panel a) shows 

results obtained when analyzing datasets simulated under the ms. The different colors 

correspond to datasets generated under different  values, from darker to lighter blue 

respectivelyPanel b) shows results obtained for datasets simulated according to a 

random mating population under the EASYPOP program. The black lines correspond to a single 

random-mating population of biparental diploid individuals with (500 males and 500 females), 

whereas the blue lines correspond to results obtained for haploid populations of 2000 genes. 

Panel c) shows results obtained for datasets simulated under the social groups’ program 
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assuming a random mating populations of diploid individuals (500 males and 500 females)  (see 

Table 2). 

 

 

Figure 4. The effect of deme size and sex-ratio in the detection of population size changes. 

Posterior density distributions of r, the ratio present population size, N0, over ancestral 

population size, N1 obtained for each scenario. Densities are represented in log scale and log(r) 

values close to 0 indicate a stable population (N0=N1), whereas positive values indicate 

expansions (N0>N1), and negative values indicate bottlenecks (N0<N1). The prior distribution of 

the log(r) is given by the dashed line in each panel. This figure shows the results obtained for a 

population subdivided into 50 distinct demes, where females are philopatric (migration equals 

zero) and male migration rate varies between 0.5 and 1 (see Table 1 and main text). Each of the 

three panels corresponds to distinct sex-ratios within demes: a) one male and one female, b) two 

individuals of each sex and, c) one male and ten females. These are comparable to the 

monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny scenarios simulated in the social groups’ program (see 

Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. The effect of sociality in the detection of population size changes. 

Posterior distributions obtained under different scenarios analyzed under the social groups’ 

model, specifically monogamy, polygynandry and polygyny. Upper panels (a, b, c) show 

distributions obtained when sampling individuals at random (samples may include parents, their 

latest generation offspring and other offspring that persist in the group as non-reproductive 

individuals); and lower panels (d, e, f) show distributions obtained when only reproductive 

individuals were sampled. For each scenario 20 independent datasets were analyzed. 
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Computer note 

SimSG: a program to simulate population genetic data under socially 

structured populations with complex mating systems 

Genetic data allows us to make inferences about important parameters of populations, such 

effective sizes and migration rates. For instance, genetic data has shown to be useful to 

understand the effect of natural and/or anthropogenic barriers to gene flow (such as roads, rivers 

and agricultural land; Fahrig 2003; Epps et al. 2005; Frankham 2006), the impact of habitat loss 

and fragmentation (Ganzhorn et al. 2003, Goossens et al. 2006) and to infer the demographic 

history of populations (Storz and Beaumont 2002, Beaumont 2003, Lorenzen et al. 2011). This 

type of information may be essential to quantify the biological and ecological factors affecting 

the persistence of populations. Thus there are several computer programs being developed and 

updated to allow users to analyse genetic data from real populations, such as for instance the 

BOTTLENECK (Piry et al. 1999), the MSVAR (Beaumont 1999), the STRUCTURE (Pritchard 

et al. 2000) and TESS (Durand et al. 2009). Most of these methods assume that the data was 

drawn from a Wright-Fisher population, i.e. from a single unstructured population of constant 

size and mating at random (mutation-drift equilibrium). However most species typically occur 

as subdivided populations into small patches (Hanski 1998, Collishaw and Dunbar 2000, Hanski 

and Gaggiotti 2004), and hence the Wright-Fisher assumptions might not hold true when 

analysing data from natural populations.  The main reason for these methods to assume a 

Wright-Fisher model is that the mathematics of more complex models (e.g. population 

structure) is far more complex and theoretical expectations are thus difficult to derive 

analytically. In this context simulation tools are very useful, as they allow obtaining statistical 

expectations under complex scenarios. There are indeed some programs available to simulate 

data under non-equilibrium conditions, such as SPLATCH (Currat et al. 2004) that simulates 

data under spatially organized populations allowing to incorporate environmental variables to 

model migration, EASYPOP (Balloux 2001), SimuPOP (Peng and Kimmel 2005) and 

SMARTPOP (Guillot and Cox 2014) that simulate data under structured populations allowing 

to incorporate sexual reproduction and biased sex ratios within units of population subdivision. 

Simulating these latter aspects may be particularly important for social species. Although some 

of these programs allow simulating different mating systems (specifically SimuPOP and 

SMARTPOP), they do not incorporate the explicit subdivision of populations into social groups. 

Furthermore, many other important aspects of social species, such as life-history information on 
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dispersal strategies and/ or life-cycle parameters (e.g. lifespan) are not easily modelled with 

existing programs. For instance, EASYPOP does not account for continuous time reproduction 

(and thus ignores age-structure), whereas simuPOP and SMARTPOP do not account for 

species-specific life-history parameters and dispersal strategies. Other potential factors limiting 

the application of such methods to look at data from social species is that some programs only 

simulate specific types of data (e.g. SMARTPOP only allows simulating sequence data that is 

still not available for many endangered species), and some others require programing skills (e.g. 

SimuPOP). Simulating data for social species accounting for different mating and dispersal 

systems, as well as age-structure, may appear as minor details to be added to the already very 

complex list of simulation methods available. However, it has been previously demonstrated 

both theoretically and empirically that social organization (with its own specificities about 

systems of mating and dispersal strategies) may determine the genetic structure of populations 

in many distinct aspects (Chesser 1991a,b , Sugg et al. 1996, Storz 1999, Parreira and Chikhi 

2015). In particular, social structure may influence the rate of loss of genetic diversity (Sugg 

and Chesser 1994, Sugg et al. 1996) and the genotypic diversity of populations (Sugg et al. 

1996, Parreira and Chikhi 2015). Simulation tools explicitly accounting for the specificities of 

species forming social groups may thus be essential to a better understanding of the genetic 

diversity in many species. Modelling social groups with specific dispersal tactics can also be 

useful to test ecological theories, such as inbreeding avoidance behaviours, as recently 

suggested by Szulkin et al. (2013). Moreover, the magnitude of sex biased dispersal and 

dispersal distances are unknown for many species, and there are even studies where 

observational data was contradicted by genetic analyses (Di Fiore 2003, Di Fiore and Fleischer 

2005, Blair and Melnick 2012). Thus, a program that simulates explicitly such processes (e.g. 

sex biased dispersal) can also be used for the confirmation of inferences from empirical studies. 

However, such tools are currently not available and are missing from the literature (but see Di 

Fiore and Valencia 2014 for a study using an individual-based framework incorporating social 

systems). 

Here we present a flexible simulation tool to simulate genetic data under populations subdivided 

in social groups (rather than demes) wherein mating can occur according to complex mating 

systems. This program explicitly accounts for life-history key parameters, incorporates age-

structure within social groups (overlapping generations) and allows simulating complex 

dispersal patterns (one sex dispersing and the other being philopatric, as well as long-distance 

migration). This new simulation tool does not require any programing skills, and the user only 

needs to set the life-history parameters (e.g. first-reproductive age, reproductive tenure, average 

number of offspring per female), the mating system and the dispersal scheme of a given species 
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of interest. It was developed specifically for simulating primate species but it is flexible enough 

to incorporate a wide range of mating systems. Thus, it allows simulating data for a vast 

majority of mammalian species, including species characterized by dominance hierarchies. 

Program description 

SimSG (Simulation tool for Social Groups) simulates microsatellite data for diploid, dioecious 

organisms under a wide range of social structures (e.g. monogamy, polynandry, polygyny and 

dominance hierarchies). This framework assumes that a population is subdivided into a given 

number of social groups (which may be any number defined by the user, solely depending on 

the computer memory) between which individuals can move according to different pre-specified 

topologies. SimSG is a forward-in-time, individual-based program, where each individual is 

explicitly modelled and identified by its genotype, sex, age and breeding status. Genotypes are 

simulated for independent microsatellite loci, evolving under a single stepwise neutral mutation 

model (SMM, Ohta and Kimura 1973). The framework assumes that individuals, males or 

females, go through a simplified life cycle that involves several stages or age classes. Thus, a 

social group consists of a relatively small age-structured unit. Newly born individuals go 

through the following age classes: young (between birth and weaning), juveniles (between 

weaning and reproductive age), and finally adults (i.e. above reproductive age). The values for 

the parameters that determine transitions among these classes are defined by the user. 

The SimSG framework assumes that each social group is a unit wherein reproduction occurs 

according to a particular mating system. The number of effectively reproductive adults (that is, 

adults that participate in mating events) is also defined by the user and is a fixed number, 

assumed to be equal for every social group. Social groups are initialized with effectively 

reproductive individuals whose genotypes can be obtained by sampling from a given 

distribution of allele frequencies, such as for instance from a Wright-Fisher population 

(obtained from other programs such as ms, Hudson 2002) or from a given allelic frequency 

distribution specified by the user (based for instance in a real dataset). 

The program generates multi-locus microsatellite genotypes as output. SimSG also retrieves 

some frequency-based population genetics’ statistics (namely the number of alleles, and the 

observed and expected heterozygosities within social groups and at the population level) and 

demographic statistics (number of male and female individuals at each age and reproductive 

class). This information can be saved at specific time points defined by the user. Along with the 

SimSG program are provided R® scripts (R Core Team 2013) to convert the output files into 
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the format of two extensively used population genetics software, the FSTAT (Goudet 1995) and 

the GENETIX (Belkhir et al. 1996). 

Implementation and validation 

The program was carefully debugged and tested against known analytical expectations. Life-

history traits were stetted in a way to mimic a single random-mating population with fixed size, 

even sex-ratio and non-overlapping generations. This was done by using a slightly modified 

version of the program that maintains population size constant (there is no variation in the 

number of offspring produced and generations do not overlap). The mean expected 

heterozygosity at one-hundred sampled locus and over one-hundred simulations was computed 

and checked against its theoretical expectation. We tested different population sizes and 

different mutation rates and all simulated cases fitted the expectations.  

Note that SimGS can handle very large datasets as it can simulate many microsatellite loci and 

many social groups. Because it allows for overlapping generations, a social group may be 

composed of large number of individuals of different ages. Despite this fact, the program is 

relatively fast. For instance, to simulate a population comprising twenty social groups where 

individuals mate according to a monogamic system, it would take around 20 seconds on a 

standard personal computer to simulate the evolution of one-hundred loci for ten-thousand 

cycles. A cycle is a sequence of the following events: ageing, death, reproduction, migration and 

colonization, and thus corresponds to an arbitrary time unit, which can be a year, a month, a day 

or a few hours, depending on the generation time of the species of interest. Note that the life-

history traits are scaled accordingly to the generation time. Simulating a population under a 

polygyny system (ten females one male) would take around 120 seconds on the same standard 

personal computer. 

SimSG was implemented in C++ and will be freely distributed as an executable file for 

Windows and Linux, and it will be available in the web together with detailed supporting 

information and examples. 
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Abstract 

Populations can be subdivided into several hierarchical levels. Most landscapes consist of 

disconnected patches inhabited by local populations connected through migration. In mammals 

these populations are often further subdivided into social groups, where individuals can live 

with kin-related individuals for long periods of time. Some theoretical studies in population 

genetics have made the point that social groups are the fundamental level of population 

subdivision, and that if social groups are ignored our understanding of the distribution of genetic 

diversity (measured by F-statistics) may be compromised. Yet, most population genetics studies 

define arbitrary units of population structure which are usually based on geographical barriers to 

gene-flow, rather than on social constrains. Social structure is particularly common in primate 

species, such as lemurs. Here we study the distribution of genetic and genotypic diversity using 

the commonly used F-statistics in a fragmented population of golden crowned sifaka 

(Propithecus tattersalli), a critically endangered species where individuals live in monogamous 

groups distributed over a fragmented region of Madagascar. Although it is usually accepted that 

genetic diversity is mediated by social constraints, it is not simple to measure how different 

aspects of sociality (dispersal, social group composition and life-history) mediate gene 

dynamics, and it may be particularly hard to disentangle the effects of sociality from geographic 

constraints. Here we combine data analyses with a simulation approach in order to understand to 

which extent social structure contributes to explain the observed apportionment of genetic 

diversity in a primate species. We particularly focus on measuring the inbreeding coefficient 

(FIS) at different levels of subdivision: within social groups, sampling sites, and at forest 

patches. Surprisingly, we found inbreeding levels lower than expected under random-mating 

(FIS<0) at all the different levels of structure considered. Our simulations assuming that the 

population is subdivided into social groups, but without any geographical constraints, fitted very 

well the empirical results, indicating that the social subdivision decreases inbreeding to a great 

extent, and allows maintaining high levels of individual (i.e. genotypic) diversity in a highly 

fragmented population. These results highlight the importance of social groups in maintaining 

genetic diversity, which can have important implications for other endangered species’ studies. 

 

Keywords: lemur, population structure, F-statistics, inbreeding 
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Introduction 

The subdivision of populations into distinct units (subpopulations) influences the relative 

importance of genetic drift, selection, and local adaptation in driving the evolution of 

populations (Hanski and Gaggiotti 2004). The interaction among these forces determines the 

amount of genetic diversity that a population can maintain, and thus, understanding the genetic 

structure of natural populations is a major aim in evolutionary and conservation biology 

(Balloux and Lugon-Moulin 2002, Taylor and Fahrig 2006, Lowe and Allendorf 2010).  

Wright's F-statistics (Wright 1951) is the most widely-used measure of genetic structure. The 

basic principle behind its use is that heterozygosity can be partitioned into distinct components: 

variation among individuals over all sub-populations, variation among individuals within the 

same sub-population and variation within individuals. The F-statistics have been interpreted in 

various ways (see for instance Nei and Chesser 1983 and Weir and Cockerham 1984). However, 

most would agree that they describe the relative variation within each of these hierarchical 

levels: FST is the correlation between two alleles chosen at random within a subpopulation (it 

can also be interpreted as inbreeding accumulated within a subpopulation due to population 

subdivision), FIS (which we are interested in this paper) is the correlation of homologous genes 

within an individual relative to the correlation of two genes chosen at random within a 

subpopulation; FIT is the same as FIS but in relation to the overall population (Excoffier 2007). 

Another way to look at Wright's FIS is as a measure of deviations from random-mating or from 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. While positive FIS values characterize a heterozygote deficit, 

suggesting higher rates of inbreeding than expected under random mating, negative FIS values 

are characteristic of genes with an excess of heterozygotes, suggesting outbreeding. Wright’s FIS 

is thus, normally used to detect deviations from random mating and factors that drive and/ or 

maintain such departures can then potentially be identified.  

In most population genetic studies, the apportionment of the genetic diversity (based in F-

statistics) is interpreted in a context of global change (climatic and land-use changes due to 

human impact; Frankham 2005), and F-statistics are generally used to give insights about 

geographical barriers (natural or human, such as rivers and roads; Guschanski et al. 2007, 

Quéméré et al. 2010a). However, genetic structure may also arise from social constraints 

promoting strongly localized interactions and limiting the movement of individuals even in the 

absence of physical barriers. Indeed, in many mammalian species, individuals are organized into 

social groups that may vary from temporary loose aggregations to long-lasting social bounds 

(Swedell 2012, Kappeler et al. 2013). This may lead to genetic substructure within populations 

because social groups can comprise different families, coteries or lineages where individuals 
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mate according to complex strategies rather than at random (Chesser 1991a,b, Sugg et al. 1996, 

Dobson 1998, Storz 1999, Di Fiore 2012, Parreira and Chikhi 2015); but also because dispersal 

among social groups is often sex-biased (Greenwood 1980). For instance, Storz et al. (2001) 

have shown in bats that matrilineal groups of philopatric females are connected via male-

mediated gene flow. In fact, several empirical studies in social species have interpreted the 

observed genetic patterns in terms of social constraints (Schwartz and Armitage 1980, Melnick 

1987, Pope 1992, Dobson et al. 1998, Storz et al. 2001, Lawler et al. 2003, Winterrowd et al. 

2009). One important insight from these empirical studies is that negative FIS (interpreted as 

outbreeding signals) are usually found in species with social groups. These negative FIS values 

have often been interpreted in terms of mating and dispersal behavior. For example, Dobson et 

al. (1998) found negative FIS values within coteries of wild prairie dogs and noted that 

individuals recognize members of their own coterie as kin, mating preferentially with 

individuals from other coteries; Storz et al. (2001) found strongly negative FIS values within 

matrilineal bat colonies and interpreted them as a result of polygyny and male-biased dispersal 

and Lawler et al. (2003) have found negative FIS values in offspring of white sifaka 

(Propithecus verreauxi) interpreting it as a consequence of a highly biased sex ratio towards 

females and of male-biased dispersal. The fact that negative FIS values tend to be observed 

within social groups suggests decreased rates of inbreeding compared to what would be 

expected under random-mating. This is particularly interesting because the prevailing view is 

that the subdivision of populations into groups of related individuals should increase genetic 

drift which would then lead to a loss of diversity and consequently a higher level of 

homozygosity and inbreeding defects. The influence of mating and dispersal systems on the 

partitioning of genetic diversity of populations was extensively discussed by Chesser (1991a,b), 

who noticed that Wright’s F-statistics do not account for population subdivision at the scale at 

which mating really occurs (i.e., the social or breeding group). This is important because F-

statistics are hierarchical and thus incorrect conclusions can be made if a level of population 

structure is disregarded. For example, when fragmented populations of forest dwelling animals 

are analysed, F-statistics are typically computed at the scale of the forest fragment and several 

social groups are pooled together. This can lead to an artificial increase in FIS due to the 

Wahlund effect (deficiency of observed heterozygotes due to pooling individuals from different 

sub-populations, Wahlund 1928), and may incorrectly suggest random or inbred mating (Sugg 

et al. 1996, Parreira and Chikhi 2015). In this context, comparative analysis of F-statistics at the 

social group and at higher levels of population structure can be useful to disentangle the effects 

of sociality and complex mating systems from those of geographical/ physical/ ecological 

factors. Although this seems crucial, to our knowledge, there are very few studies making such 
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a comparative analysis (see Chesser 1983 and Pope 1992). Here we focus on a threatened lemur 

species from Northeastern Madagascar, the golden crowned sifaka (Propithecus tattersalli). 

Previous genetic analyses of that species have focused on the patterns of genetic differentiation 

(Quéméré et al. 2010a,b) or on the demographic history of the species (Quéméré et al. 2012). 

While focusing on genetic differentiation Quéméré et al. (2010a) computed FIS values at the 

level of forest fragments. They observed that there was a bias towards negative values (between 

-0.18 and -0.01). Since they were interested in population structure and since the values were 

only significant in three out of the nine forest fragments they did not explore the consequences 

of these results. The importance of social groups in the spatial distribution of genes was 

discussed, but these authors barely discussed the distribution of genotypic diversity. 

Interestingly, Quéméré et al. (2012) discussed the importance of population structure in creating 

spurious bottlenecks and mentioned the fact that the effect of social structure had never been 

studied. One reason for this was the lack of general theory and specific simulation tools 

necessary to study the consequences of social structure on patterns of genetic and genotypic 

diversity. Recently, Parreira and Chikhi (2015) have proposed a framework that allows users to 

simulate social groups under various mating systems.  We use this modelling framework to 

explicitly simulate the social and mating structure of this species. We assess the partitioning of 

the genetic variance (F-statistics) under several sampling schemes that either use information 

not always available in the field or mimic sampling as it is typically performed in the field. By 

comparing the results obtained with simulations to the observed patterns in Propithecus 

tattersalli we aimed to identify the factors responsible for the genetic partitioning in this 

species. We find that social structure is crucial in explaining genotypic diversity in Propithecus 

tattersalli and suggest that our simulation framework should be used more widely to determine 

the patterns that arise under neutral models. 

Materials and methods 

Study population and sampling strategy 

The golden-crowned sifaka (Propithecus tattersalli, Simons 1988) is a critically endangered 

social lemur species from the Indriidae family that is found in a restricted and fragmented forest 

habitat, in the Loky Manambato region of northeastern Madagascar (Meyers 1993, Quéméré et 

al. 2010a,b). Sifakas are diurnal animals that form small cohesive family groups (Lawler et al. 

2003, Lewis 2008). Social groups range from two up to ten individuals where one single male 

and one single female are thought to monopolize reproduction, although groups may have one 

other subadult of each sex (Meyers 1993, Quéméré et al. 2010b). Females are generally related 
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to each other, usually as mother-daughter or as sisters, while adult males are usually non-related 

individuals. Dispersal is thought to be male-biased (Meyers 1993). 

Faecal material from 224 individuals belonging to 103 social groups was collected in the nine 

main forest fragments of the species range during two field seasons (2006 and 2008 see 

Quéméré et al. 2010a; Figure 1). Faecal DNA extraction and genotyping procedures were 

performed as described by Quéméré et al. (2010 a,b) and DNA was amplified using a set of 13 

microsatellite loci. The number of sampled individuals within social groups varied from one up 

to four (one single individual was sampled in 26 out of the 103 social groups), but only groups 

composed of two or more individuals were included in the analysis at the social group level (see 

below). Within the larger forest fragments, social groups were sampled in several distinct 

valleys, hereafter called sites, that included individuals sampled from neighbouring social 

groups (Figure 1). It is however important to note that although the geographic limits of these 

sites are arbitrary to some extent, they would correspond to how a “sampled location” is usually 

defined in similar empirical studies of endangered social species. 

Simulation approach 

We used a model that allows to explicitly simulate a population subdivided into distinct 

reproductive and age-structured groups (social groups), where each individual is characterized 

by its sex, reproductive status, age and genotype (see details in Parreira and Chikhi 2015). Each 

individual was identified by 13 selectively neutral microsatellite loci assumed to mutate 

according to the single stepwise mutation model (SMM, Ohta and Kimura 1973), with a unique 

mutation rate of 6 x 10
-4

 mutations per locus per generation. This mutation rate was found to be 

within reported mutation rates in humans (Sun et al. 2012) and was chosen so that simulated 

datasets had levels of genetic diversity similar to what was found in the real dataset. 

To account for spatial structure we simulated a grid of 22 by 22 social units (total of 484 social 

units). This grid is equivalent to a stepping-stone model except that the units are social groups 

instead of demes. In practice, this set of interconnected social groups can be seen as a single 

forest fragment. We considered that males could only migrate to its closest neighbouring social 

units in agreement to what has been reported for this species. Quéméré et al. (2010a) found 

significant isolation-by-distance and spatial autocorrelation at a small spatial scale (<1.5 km), 

which suggested restricted dispersal most likely among neighbouring groups, a finding that was 

in agreement with behavioural observations on this species (Meyers 1993). 

There is scarce information about the life-history traits of the golden crowned sifaka, but it is 

known that usually once every two years females give birth to a single offspring (Garbutt 2007), 
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and that in captivity individuals can live up to 20 years (Weigl and Jones 2005). Data on the age 

of sexual maturity  is unknown for this species but it has been collected for  a closely related 

sifaka species (Propithecus verreauxi), where females are known to become sexually mature at 

two/ three years of age, although infant survival is very low before six years of age (Richard et 

al. 2002). We have used these few available data to define the birth interval, number of 

offspring, and age of first reproduction in the model. However, because most values reported in 

literature are uncertain (lifespan, sexual maturity, weaning age, etc.; see Table 1), we ran a 

number of exploratory simulations by considering a wide range of values for each parameter. 

We tested several values within a range considered realistic (see Table 1 for details) in a total of 

1800 different parameter combinations. For each parameter combination we produced 100 

replicates and we chose the combination of parameter values that led both to a stationary 

population and a reliable demography. That is, we chose a combination of parameters that 

resulted in a number of individuals within social groups equivalent to that observed in nature 

(up to ten individuals, see above), without causing the population to crash and go extinct. In 

practice, in our simulations, several parameter combinations led to social groups consisting of 

two up to 20 individuals, comprising the reproductive pair, offspring and individuals from 

previous breeding seasons (these can be juveniles and also non-reproductive adults; see details 

in Parreira and Chikhi 2015). 

In order to measure genetic variation within and among social groups, we randomly sampled 22 

social units along the main diagonal of the simulation matrix. This sampling design allowed us 

to account for the effect of isolation-by-distance (Wright 1943), that is, it allowed us to 

incorporate the full range of possible distances among social units. Within each social group 

four individuals were randomly sampled when simulated social groups were composed of 4 or 

more individuals. Alternatively, the whole simulated social groups were considered when they 

were only composed of two or three individuals (consisting of the reproductive adults only or 

the reproductive adults and one single offspring). Importantly, this range is in agreement with 

the range of values sampled in the empirical dataset. 

Assessment of population subdivision and genetic structure 

The genetic diversity and structure of the empirical and simulated datasets were described using 

the estimators of Weir and Cockerham (1984): f, F and that correspond to FIS, FIT, and FST, 

respectively). F-statistics were estimated in the empirical study in the GENETIX 4.05.2 

software (Belkhir et al. 1996-2004) at three different scales: the social groups, sampling sites, 

and forest fragments; whereas in the simulation study F-statistics were estimated at the social 
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group level according to Weir and Cockerham 1984; but calculated in the R® software (R Core 

Team 2013) using scripts developed by us. Because in the simulation study it was possible to 

distinguish among different classes (age and reproductive status), F-statistics were calculated 

either by ignoring this information (as in the empirical study), or by accounting for it, that is, F-

statistics were re-assessed for the same social groups considering only the breeding pair and 

only the offspring. 

Results 

Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium within social groups 

We found highly negative FIS within social groups both in the empirical and in the simulated 

studies, indicating a greater number of heterozygote individuals in relation to that expected 

under random mating. In the empirical study the mean FIS was -0.236 (SE = 0.022; Figure 2), 

with 71% (N=55/77 with p<0.05) of social groups showing significantly negative FIS values and 

only 14% (N=11/77) showing null or positive but non-significant FIS. A strong excess of 

heterozygotes was also found within social groups in the simulation study (Figure 3): the mean 

FIS across 100 repetitions was equal to -0.161 (SE=0.004; values ranging between -0.720 and 

0.580) when individuals were sampled at random (without controlling for the age/ reproductive 

class of individuals). Also, in the simulation study we found that FIS values depended on the 

class of individuals sampled: when sampling only offspring the mean FIS was negative (mean 

FIS = -0.286, SE = 0.007), whereas when only sampling the reproductive adults we found a 

mean FIS very close to zero (mean FIS = -0.005, SE = 0.006; Figure 3) indicating no deviation 

from random-mating. The range of FIS values observed in the empirical dataset was closer to the 

range of values obtained in the simulations when individuals were sampled at random, even 

though it was also similar to simulations when only offspring were sampled (Figure 3). 

 

Excess of heterozygotes at different geographical scales: a signal of outbreeding? 

In the empirical study, FIS values were also found to be negative at the site and fragment level 

(FIS <0 with p<0.05 in N=12 out of 17 sites and N=4 out of 9 fragments; Table 2). However, we 

found stronger deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (that is, stronger heterozygote 

excess or more negative FIS values) within social groups than within sites and fragments. FIS 

values tens to increase becoming less negative as a function of the hierarchical scale. For 

instance, in the Benanofy forest fragment (see BEN in Figure 1), FIS values were -0.236, -0.077 

and -0.049 within social groups, sites and fragments (Table 2). Also, we found that the 
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magnitude of the increase in FIS was dependent on the number of social groups sampled (and 

pooled together) and on the mean geographic distance among social groups (Figure 4). Indeed, 

the only positive FIS values at the fragment level were found in the Bekaraoka fragment (FIS = 

0.014; see BEK in Figure 1 and Table 2), which was the fragment with the highest number of 

social groups pooled together (N=23). We noted that the increase in FIS (less negative values) 

with the spatial scale was due to an increase in the expected heterozygosity, whereas the 

observed heterozygosity was maintained more or less constant at these different levels (see 

Table 3). 

Discussion 

Excess of heterozygotes as a consequence of the mating system 

The negative FIS found within social groups of golden-crowned sifaka are in agreement with 

previous findings of negative FIS in other social mammalian species, such as indian fruit bats 

(Cynopterus sphinx, Storz et al. 2001), yellow-bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris; Schwartz 

and Armitage 1980) and alpine marmots (Marmota marmota, Goossens et al. 2001), white-

tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus, Mathews and Porter 1993, Coltman et al. 2003), black-

tailed prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus, Winterrowd et al. 2009) and white sifaka 

(Propithecus verreauxi, Lawler et al. 2003). However, the excess of heterozygotes found in 

most groups of golden-crowned sifaka is much larger than what has been previously reported 

for other species. For instance, FIS values reported in indian fruit bats and white sifakas were 

within the range [-0.16, -0.015] (Storz et al. 2001) and [-0.20; 0.13] (Lawler et al. 2003), 

respectively, whereas in the present study, the estimated FIS were within the range [-0.73; 0.16]. 

In these other studies, the excess of heterozygotes has been interpreted as a consequence of 

specific mating patterns, where individuals tend to mate with non-related or distant kin (e.g. 

polygyny), and of sex-biased dispersal. Such results are consistent with theoretical population 

genetics studies demonstrating that, when explicitly accounting for social structure, an excess of 

heterozygotes (FIS<0) is expected within social units, even in the absence of sex-biased dispersal 

(Chesser 1991b). According to Chesser (1991a,b) this excess should be particularly large when 

one single male breeds with several females from the same matriline for several generations 

(Chesser 1991b, Storz 2001). More recently, these results were extended using simulations by 

Parreira and Chikhi (2015) who found that the excess of heterozygotes is larger under 

monogamy than under any of three other mating systems (including polygyny). Although in the 

golden crowned sifaka social groups may contain several adults, previous studies have 

documented a single (dominant) mating pair per social group (Meyers 1993). In agreement with 
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such observations, in our empirical study, social groups were found to be composed of one 

single reproducing pair (monogamy). Although the FIS values reported under monogamy by 

Parreira and Chikhi (using the same simulation framework as in the present study) were much 

higher (extreme values around -0.2) than the estimates reported here for the golden-crowned 

sifaka (extreme value of -0.73, Figure 1), we note these two simulation studies were based on a 

different set of parameters. In the simulations performed here under monogamy (and sex-biased 

dispersal) using parameters based on the life-cycle of the golden-crowned sifaka we found 

extremely low FIS values, which were comparable to those obtained in the empirical study 

(Figure 3). This suggests that the mating system and the life-history of the golden-crowned 

sifaka can explain, at least in part (see below), the extremely negative FIS values found in the 

empirical study. 

Excess of heterozygotes as a consequence of the age-structure 

The simulated datasets revealed differences in FIS measured in parents (reproductive adults) and 

offspring (Figure 3). While offspring were characterized by an excess of heterozygotes (FIS <0), 

reproductive adults did not show a departure from Hardy-Weinberg genotypic expectations 

(FIS=0, on average). The low mean FIS value (-0.236) found in the empirical study within sifaka 

groups indicates that our samples much probably include many offspring. This is in agreement 

with the observation that social groups of this species are usually composed of one single 

mating pair and that the other individuals are presumably the progeny of that mating pair 

(offspring from the last mating season or from previous mating seasons that remained in the 

natal group; Meyers 1993). Thus, one explanation for the negative FIS values in the golden 

crowned sifaka is that samples within social groups comprise offspring, and that samples where 

only the reproductive pair was sampled were rare. Also, although FIS values found in the 

empirical study are extremely negative, the comparison of these values with those obtained in 

the simulation study (under the different sampling strategies) suggests that individuals sampled 

in the empirical study are a mixture of different age classes (Figure 3). 

The issue of sampling different age and reproductive classes has been discussed recently by 

Parreira and Chikhi (2015), who have demonstrated with simulations that FIS values close to 

zero are expected when sampling only the reproductive adults, whereas negative FIS values are 

expected for mixed samples. This seems to be due to the fact that reproductive males are 

migrants, and hence contain alleles from other social groups. In other words, mixing 

reproductive classes may act as a Wahlund-like effect, increasing the expected heterozygosity 

which results in an increase in FIS values (see below). The effect of mixing classes can also be 
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interpreted in respect to dispersal of individuals. Basset et al. (2001) have noted that FIS 

measured from offspring correspond to sampling groups before dispersal (before these 

individuals have moved away) and thus corresponds to a measure of the system of mating; 

whereas sampling adults corresponds to sampling individuals after dispersal, which redistributes 

the genotypes in the population, and hence corresponds to an artificial level of population 

structure, and does not reflect deviations from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium resulting from 

the mating system at the social group unit. Sampling different classes of individuals can thus be 

seen as measuring inbreeding at different hierarchical scales, and may create confounding 

effects when measuring the partitioning of genetic variance. In such a situation, departures from 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium may not have a biological significance. As for most group-living 

mammals (Clutton-Brock 1989), golden-crowned sifaka male juveniles disperse away from 

their natal group before reaching sexual maturity (Meyers 1993). Indeed, FIS measured within 

social groups of golden-crowned sifaka are much probably a mixture of age-classes. This means 

that our estimated FIS may not be an accurate measure of the partitioning of genetic diversity in 

the golden-crowned sifaka population. However, FIS were extremely negative and thus, the 

effect of offspring seems to predominate over the artificial effect of sampling adults. That is, the 

excess of heterozygotes caused by the mating system of the golden-crowned sifaka seems to be 

very strong. The key question that emerges is: does an heterozygote excess of this magnitude 

have an evolutionary significance? Storz et al. (2001) have noted that social groups are transient 

units from where juveniles disperse, and thus inbreeding measured within these units should not 

be interpreted in an evolutionary context. However, other researchers noted that the subdivision 

into distinct social (breeding) units increases individual heterozygosity, which may not only 

have an effect on preventing inbreeding depression effects in small units (such as social groups), 

but is also a powerful way of preventing diversity from being lost by genetic drift (Sugg et al. 

1996). 

Differences in F-statistics across geographic scales 

In the empirical study we found an excess of heterozygotes not only within social groups, but 

also in most sites and fragments (Table 2). Although the estimated FIS was still negative at 

levels of subdivision above the social group, the magnitude of the excess of heterozygotes 

decreased when pooling social groups (i.e., FIS social group < FIS site < FIS fragment). This is a 

clear evidence for a Wahlund effect, which consists on an increase of FIS due to the pooling of 

distinct units of population subdivision (Wahlund 1928). The Wahlund effect is typically 

described as resulting in a heterozygote deficit because the units of subdivision are at random 

mating (FIS = 0). But, as noted by Parreira and Chikhi (2015), when units of population 
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subdivision are not panmitic (as observed within social groups of sifaka where FIS < 0) the 

“Wahlund effect” may not necessarily result in positive FIS. It will rather increase FIS towards 

zero. In golden-crowned sifaka, FIS values were very negative within many social groups 

(Figure 1 and Table 2), which explains why these were still found negative at most sites and 

fragments. Also, the magnitude of the Wahlund effect depends on: i) the number of social 

groups pooled (Parreira and Chikhi 2015), which explains the positive and null FIS in fragments 

where a high number of social groups was pooled (N>15, BAA and Bekaraoka fragments; Table 

2); ii) on the degree of population differentiation (the higher the FST among social groups, the 

greater the expected Wahlund effect).  This is consistent with the increasing FIS with the mean 

geographic distance among pooled social groups (Figure 4), and is also in agreement with 

preferential dispersal among neighbouring groups previously reported by Quéméré et al. (2012). 

Conclusion 

Biological interpretations of F-statistics require the identification of the basic unit of population 

structure (at which mating occurs – social groups) and of the age-structure within those units. 

This point has been made by several authors who focused on different aspects of social 

structure, sampling and used different models (Sugg et al. 1996, Basset et al. 2001, Storz et al. 

2001, Parreira and Chikhi 2015). Yet, most empirical studies do not account for social groups, 

and interpret the genetic partitioning of populations (F-statistics) based on arbitrarily delimited 

units and on arbitrary sampling schemes. It may indeed be very hard to define where the 

boundaries of distinct social groups lie, because details on the social structure may not be 

known for many species. The fact that details on breeding, dispersal and life-history attributes 

are not known for many species makes it hard to understand to which extent these can mediate 

the gene dynamics within populations. In this context, simulation studies can be very useful. 

Here we show that simulations based on the social structure, and life-history of a particular 

species can reproduce the observed values of FIS, HE and HO (the genetic composition of 

populations and individuals), meaning that the way genetic diversity is distributed within a 

population is highly dependent on the mating system, rather than on the geographic constrains. 

This finding clarifies the effect of social structure relative to the effect of the landscape. For 

instance in the golden-crowned sifaka, the river that crosses the study area (see Figure 1) has 

been previously identified as a major barrier to gene flow when differentiation was measured at 

the fragment scale (Quéméré et al. 2010a). However, the present study suggests that gene flow 

may actually be mediated by social factors as the highest differentiation values among social 

groups were found within the Antsiasia (A) forest fragment (see ANTS in Figure 1), where 
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social groups were actually sampled very close to each other. Also, in the simulation study we 

did not have any geographic barrier to gene flow and we obtained differentiation values within 

the same range as that observed among social groups in the empirical study (see Table 3).  

In the golden-crowned sifaka, the social subdivision and the breeding system seem to be able to 

produce uncommonly negative FIS, that is, extremely high levels of genotypic diversity. These 

are important because they reflect that diversity is being conserved at its most fundamental level 

(the individual), meaning that diversity can be preserved in a species that lives in a relatively 

limited and fragmented range, and persists in small groups with limited gene flow. This finding 

may be important for other social species and is particularly relevant in the context of 

Madagascar, where habitat fragmentation has been responsible for the loss of diversity in many 

species over the past years (Olivieri et al. 2008; Radespiel et al. 2008, Craul et al. 2009, 

Quéméré 2012). In general, our study highlights the importance of preserving social units. 

Finally, because it may be difficult to fully elucidate certain features of social systems such as 

dispersal patterns, kinship structure and the mating system from on observational data (Di Fiore 

2003), simulation studies are essential. The simulation framework used in this study allows not 

only elucidate on life-history aspects, and understand the effect of the social system to shape 

genetic patterns, but it also allows to use an approximate Bayesian computation approach to 

estimate many demographic parameters. 
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Tables and Figures 

 

Figure 1. Map of the Loky-Manambato region showing the location of sampling sites. 

The golden-crowned sifaka inhabits a restricted range of the Loky-Manambato region at North-

eastern Madagascar. In the map red dots correspond to location of social groups. Letters within 

yellow circles are an identifier of the forest site and codes are an identifier of the sampling site 

(see Table 1).  
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Figure 2. Inbreeding coefficient (FIS) observed within social groups belonging to different 

sites in the golden-crowned sifaka. 

Inbreeding coefficient (FIS) measured within social groups. Values for social groups belonging 

to the same site are represented in the same dashed horizontal line. Only social groups where 

more than one individual was sampled were considered (and thus N=77 instead of 103; see 

Table 2). Significant values are represented in darker colours according to its level of 

significance: p<0.05 in light grey; p<0.01 in dark grey and p<0.001 in black. See Table 1 for a 

correspondence between sites and fragments. 
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Figure 3. Inbreeding coefficient (FIS) and the sampling scheme. 

The first three boxplots represent FIS values obtained in the simulated dataset and using different 

sampling strategies: when sampling reproductive adults (green, mean FIS = -0.005), when 

sampling at random without accounting for the age class of individuals (blue, mean FIS = - 

0.161) and when sampling offspring (red, mean FIS = -0.286). The last boxplot shows 

distribution of FIS values (real data) measured within social groups of the golden-crowned sifaka 

(note that the values presented here are the same as in Figure 2). 
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Figure 4. FIS values measured within sites as a function of the geographic distance and the 

number of social groups. 

FIS within sites (N = 16) were obtained by pooling several neighbouring social groups. Each 

point corresponds to a sampling site. Dot symbols show FIS as a function of the number of social 

groups sampled, whereas triangle symbols show FIS as a function of the geographic distance (in 

meters). 
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Table 1. Values of the parameters used in the simulations. 

 

Parameter 
Value 

literature 
Range tested Value used 

Nb. ♀ 1 1 1 

Nb. ♂ 1 1 1 

♀ life span - 8 – 15 years 12 years 

♂ life span - 8 – 15 years 12 years 

Maximum life time 20 years 14 – 20 years 15 years 

♀ first reproductive age 2/ 3 years 4 – 8 years 6 years 

♂ first reproductive age 2/ 3 years 4 – 8 years 6 years 

Weaning age 5/6 months 3–6 months 6 months 

Birth interval 2 years 1/ 2 years 2 years 

# offspring 1 1 – 2 2 

Offspring death rate - 0.1/0.2 0.1 

 

This table shows values the values for the different life-history parameters that were used in the 

simulation framework. The first column represents values reported in the literature (see also 

Materials and Methods); the second column represents the range of values that has been tested 

in order to obtain a final combination (third column). 
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Table 2. FIS at different hierarchical scales. 

Forest fragment Site nSG FIS SG FIS site FIS frg 

ANT IA IA [A] ANT I 2(3) -0.403
***

 -0,063 -0,063 

T ARAHIT AKA [B] 

 

 

AMDR 1(2) -0.510
***

 -0.405
***

 
-0,038 

 

 

ANTB 1(2) -0.199
*
 -0,067 

T AR 5 -0.306
***

 -0,068 

BEMOKOTY [C] 

  

  

AMBH 1 -0.379
***

 -0.379
***

 -0,026 

 

 
 OL 3(4) -0.284

***
 -0,012 

BEM 5 -0.137
**

 -0,071 

AMPOETANY [D] 

  

  

ANKA 4 -0.355*** -0.319*** 

-0.049
*
 AMPN 4(6) -0.158

*
 -0,009 

BEN 5(6) -0.236
***

 -0.077
*
 

ANT AHARAINGY [E] 

  

ANA 2(3) -0.297
**

 -0.322
***

 -0.185
***

 

 ANT  3(7) -0.270
***

 -0.156
***

 

AMPONDRABE [F] AMD 5 -0.144
***

 -0.080
*
 -0.080

*
 

BOBANKORA [G] BOB 11(19) -0.244
***

 -0.066
*
 -0.066

*
 

BAA [H] BIN 7(8) -0.247
***

 -0,001 -0,001 

BEKARAOKA [I] 

 

BEHA 2 -0.255
**

 -0,136 0,014 

 BEK 16(21) -0.101
**

 0,025 

 

This table shows FIS measured within social groups, sites and fragments. FIS within social 

groups are negative (mean=-0.259) and values gradually increase towards zero when measured 

within sites (mean=-0.11) and fragments (mean=-0.059). The third column shows the number of 

social groups where more than one individual was sampled (and that where used in the 

analysis), values within brackets are the number of social groups sampled at each site. *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01 and ***p<0.001. 
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Table 3. Diversity and differentiation at different hierarchical scales. 

a)  SG Site Fragment 

Fragment 

 

site Fst He Ho Fst He Ho He Ho 

ANT IA IA [A] ANT I 0.303 0.497 0.628 - - - 0.570 0.603 

T ARAHIT AKA [B] 

AMDR 0.13 0.482 0.641 
0.109 

0.538 0.712 
0.663 0.687 

ANTB 0.236 0.640 0.75 0.697 0.739 

T AR 0.204 0.538 0.646 0.616 0.656 

BEMOKOTY [C] 

 

AMBH - 0.628 0.769 

0.64 

0.628 0.769 

0.674 0.691 BEM 0.067 0.5 0.694 0.646 0.690 

 OL 0.246 0.574 0.679 0.665 0.673 

AMPOETANY [D] 

 

BEN 

 

0.147 0.571 0.67 

0.112 

0.632 0.683 

0.648 0.679 AMPN 0.147 0.555 0.628 0.629 0.635 

(? =? ANKA 0.032 0.598 0.728 0.566 0.732 

ANT AHARAINGY [E] 

 

ANA -0.028 0.532 0.66 0.33 0.504 0.651 0.581 0.685 

ANT  0.104 0.605 0.737 0.612 0.703 

AMPONDRABE [F] AMD 0.067 0.713 0.806 - - - 0.732 0.789 

BOBANKORA [G] BOB 0.146 0.621 0.716 - - - 0.660 0.703 

BAA [H] BIN 0.212 0.5 0.678 - - - 0.692 0.692 

BEKARAOKA [I] BEHA 0.136 0.667 0.769 -0.06 0.720 0.801 0.722 0.712 

BEK O.118 0.655 0.707 0.723 0.705 

 

b) Social Groups overall 

Classe Fst He Ho He Ho 

Juveniles 0.221 0.585 0.668 0.68 0.669 

Reproductive 0.02 0.669 0.665 0.685 0.665 

Random 0.157 0.593 0.667 0.681 0.667 

 

Diversity measured as observed (HO) and expected heterozygosty (HE) and differentiation (FST). 

a) values obtained in the empirical study. ) This table shows that in the empirical study the 

expected heterozygosity increases from the social group to the site and fragment levels, whereas 

the observed heterozygosity remains more or less constant. b) Values obtained in the 

simulations. This table shows that diversity and differentiation values obtained in the 

simulations for the different classes of individuals. 
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General Discussion and Final Remarks 

This chapter reviews the main results of this thesis and integrates them in the context of the 

challenges that hidden population structure poses when inferring parameters from real data. The 

practical relevance of these results to ecology and conservation is discussed, together with the 

usefulness of more realistic approaches, such as the framework developed during this thesis, to 

population genetics studies. 

4.1 How reliable are inferences in socially structured populations? 

In this thesis the genetic consequences of social structure were studied. A framework that 

explicitly models populations subdivided into social groups and mating according to different 

social groups was developed and used to simulate data under populations subdivided into social 

groups. This allowed studying if and to which extent, the subdivision of populations into social 

groups (with complex mating strategies, life-history traits and age-structure) influences/changes 

the genetic properties of populations. The two main results found were that the genotypic 

diversity in socially structured populations can be very different from that predicted by classical 

population genetics models and that social structure, as we modelled it, maintains high levels of 

individual heterozygosity (FIS < 0).  

More than two decades ago other theoretical studies have suggested that social structure can 

have major impacts on the genetic properties of populations (Chesser 1991a,b, Chesser et al. 

1993, Sugg and Chesser 1994, Sugg et al. 1996, Storz 1999), both at the individual (FIS) and at 

the population level (overall diversity), even though this issue has remained widely ignored in 

population genetics studies (but see Basset et al. 2001 and Balloux 2004). The fact that many 

species have social groups has received little attention, and most population geneticists tend to 

ignore this level when interpreting genetic patterns from species organized into social groups. 

This seems to be mainly due to two reasons. First, in many cases FIS is computed in order to 

determine whether departures from random mating can be detected at a geographic scale that 

requires the pooling of samples from several social units. The authors are thus rarely interested 

in the actual FIS values, because their aim is to carry out further analyses that require samples to 

be at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.. In this context, FIS is often measured to determine whether 

samples can be treated as taken from single isolated populations. Deviations from HWE are then 

interpreted in terms of technical problems (e.g. null alleles) or as a consequence of population 

sub-structure (Wahlund effect, see Section 1.3). Second, many questions in population genetics 
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are important at the population level and not at the social group (reproductive unit) level. At a 

first glance, the fact that individuals do not mate at random at finer scales of population 

subdivision does not seems problematic if we can still assume that the overall population is or 

behaves as if it were panmitic. This can be seen as a “separation of time scales argument” (see 

introduction), based on the fact that the time scale at which sexual structure, age-structure and 

mating structure have an effect on the gene trees (and consequently on the allele frequencies) is 

too recent, and that most genetic diversity is explained by what happens at larger time scales 

when the gene genealogies approximate Kingman’s coalescent with a rescaled effective size 

(i.e. similar to what is expected under mutation-drift equilibrium ). However, the results 

obtained in Section 2.2 suggest that this view might need to be reconsidered, as when we 

analyze datasets simulated under different social structures we find deviations from mutation-

drift equilibrium (see below). 

The Wright-Fisher model is an oversimplification that captures the basic aspects of populations, 

but that was not developed to fit the biological features of any particular species. Although there 

are many population genetics models of structure (see introduction), the Wright-Fisher is simple 

enough to be mathematically tractable and thus most methods rely on it. However, the drawback 

of methods assuming data came from a single constant sized Wright-Fisher populations is that 

biased estimates can be obtained when analyzing data from structured populations. Indeed, the 

effects of population structure on demographic inferences have been increasingly studied over 

the past few years (Beaumont 2003, Leblois et al. 2006, Städler et al. 2009, Chikhi et al. 2010, 

Paz-Vinas et al. 2013, Hoban et al. 2013, Mazet et al. 2016). This was also further investigated 

in this thesis, by extending previous studies to the effects caused by social structure (Section 

2.2). It was simulated data under different social structure systems and analyzed them with two 

widely used methods to detect population size changes with microsatellite data (Bottleneck and 

msvar). It was found that social structure leads to spurious signals of expansions under the 

different social structure systems we investigated. This is interesting, as the effect of population 

structure per se (subdivision into distinct demes) is predicted to lead to signatures of 

bottlenecks. This suggests that social structure leaves a genetic signature in the data different 

from population structure, and hence that it might be possible to distinguish both effects. 

Interestingly, when analyzing real datasets from socially structured populations, a common 

finding is that genetic data supports population bottlenecks. This is contrary to the effect of 

social structure alone, suggesting that many of these species might have indeed gone through 

recent population declines, for instance due to a decline in the number of individuals, or decline 

in the number of social groups. Further studies would be needed to understand the effects of 
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changes in the number of social groups, or changes in the connectivity of social groups to 

elucidate if that is the case. 

Populations subdivided into social groups were compared to populations subdivided into demes 

(island model), and socially structured populations were found to maintain higher levels of 

diversity (expected heterozygosity at the overall population level). This is in agreement to both 

the results obtained in sections 2.1 and 2.2, and is important to show that social structure creates 

genetic signals that are fundamentally different from classical population genetic models. 

4.2 The interpretation of F-statistics 

Populations of most species are subdivided and persist as part of a spatial network connected by 

gene flow. Together, the spatial distribution of individuals, geographic barriers, historical 

processes and life-history traits, determine the genetic diversity of populations. As a result, all 

populations have some level of genetic structure (Balloux and Lugon-Moulin 2002). Wright 

(1951) has demonstrated long ago that population structure affects the total amount of genetic 

diversity that a population can maintain, and that it can influence the evolution of populations 

(genetic drift within and among sub-populations, selection, local adaptation).  

Wright’s F-statistics have also been very useful in describing and interpreting the 

apportionment of genetic diversity within populations. In particular, F-statistics have been used 

to measure differentiation among units of population subdivision, infer dispersal patterns and 

estimate rates of inbreeding. For example, many studies rely on FST as a guideline to access the 

connectivity among subpopulations and understand the extent to which rivers, roads or 

agricultural land use affect species’ migration and dispersal (Rousset 2007).Other studies rely 

on FIS to make interpretations about population admixture, linkage disequilibrium, assortative 

mating, selection or even to understand gene-disease associations (Waples 2015).  

Measuring F-statistics always depends on our previous knowledge on how individuals are 

distributed in space, because the units of population subdivision need to be defined a priori. 

Thus, such units are usually defined based on features of the landscape, rather than on 

behavioral and reproductive information of a given species of interest (reproductive units). 

Moreover, in many species it may be difficult to identify social units and many empirical 

population genetics studies ignore social groups even when working on social species. This may 

be due to a variety of reasons that complicates the assignment of individuals to specific groups. 

For instance, this can be because individuals defend extensive territories and are highly mobile, 

because they belong to social groups but are solitary during most part of the day, or because 
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species have complex social systems, such as fission-fusion societies where individuals belong 

to large groups but during the day occur in smaller aggregations.   

We found, both in simulations (section 2.1) and empirically (section 3.2), that null and positive 

FIS may be artifacts caused by the sampling scheme (pooling individuals from different units), 

in a way extending the “Wahlund effect” results to species with social groups. Our results 

suggest that it is possible for instance to find departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

within units of population subdivision (social groups), that are not detected at higher population 

levels (forest fragments for instance, see Section 3.2). Also, it may be possible to infer positive 

FIS (suggesting inbreeding) at higher population levels when within social units FIS is actually 

negative (suggesting outbreeding). We argue that FIS measured within reproductive units is 

biologically meaningful as it translates the effect of the system of mating in the individual 

heterozygosity) and may thus have an evolutionary significance. However, when FIS is 

measured at levels other than the social unit we cannot interpret the values in terms of the 

system of mating and hence results should be interpreted with caution. It would be for instance 

problematic to estimate FIS at the population level (ignoring the social structure), then convert it 

into a measure of random-mating and draw conclusions on whether a given population is 

panmitic or inbred. Note that positive FIS are actually often interpreted as signal of hidden 

substructure, resulting from the Wahlund effect and not from inbreeding. Actually, different 

biological factors can lead to positive or negative FIS. Positive FIS (excess of homozygotes) can 

result from assortative mating, self-fertilization, and underdominance (selection against 

heterozygotes), whereas negative FIS (excess of heterozygotes) could result from non-random 

reproduction, biparental reproduction in small populations, differential selection in males and 

females, and overdominance (selection favoring heterozygotes; see introduction section 1.3.3). 

But while positive FIS are usually interpreted as a genetic signature of hidden substructure, 

negative FIS are interpreted using ecological arguments, such as sex-biased dispersal and 

explicit inbreeding avoidance mechanisms (see below). The results obtained in this thesis 

suggest that FIS can actually help us to detect the true substructure of populations in real 

populations. This was shown in the empirical study, where negative FIS at the fragment scale 

where found to be due to the social structure of the species (Section 2.2). The point that social 

groups are usually characterized by an excess of heterozygotes (negative FIS) and that FIS 

measured at levels of population subdivision above the social unit cannot inform us about 

deviation from random-mating has been made by others (Chesser 1991a,b, Sugg et al. 1996). 

Another important finding in this thesis is that the sampling scheme has a major effect on the 

detection of deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Section 2.1, Section 3.2), which can 
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be distinguished into two fundamental effects: the effect of sampling social species without 

correctly identifying social groups (discussed above); and the effect of the population 

demography (sampling different age and reproductive classes). Our simulations show that 

sampling different age and reproductive classes can lead to very different estimates of FIS and 

also different estimates of diversity (expected heterozygosity; see below). In particular, under 

the scenarios investigated, while offspring were characterized by an excess of heterozygotes (FIS 

<0), reproductive adults did not depart from Hardy-Weinberg genotypic expectations (FIS =0), 

implying that the estimation of the partitioning of genetic diversity depends on which 

individuals are sampled. Actually, such differences in inbreeding between offspring and adults 

have been reported in empirical studies (Pope 1992, Storz et al. 2001, Lawler et al. 2003), and 

have been discussed theoretically in respect to the timing of dispersal (Basset et al, 2001; as 

discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 3.2). Although these studies discuss the effect of measuring 

FIS at different classes as a consequence of the sampling timings, they do not demonstrate what 

causes such FIS differences. In this thesis we were able to show that differences in FIS between 

offspring and reproductive adults are mainly due to an increase in the observed heterozygosity 

(which was found to be very similar in both adults and offspring, see Section 2.1), but rather 

due to an increase in the expected heterozygosity when looking only at reproductive individuals 

(Section 2.1). This finding is important because it reveals that, sampling different classes of 

individuals may give us different perspectives on how diversity is distributed in the population. 

Overall these results show that the correct interpretation of how diversity is distributed within a 

population requires not only detailed information on the social system of a given species (that 

will allow us to delimit social or breeding groups), but also about its demography. 

4.3 Implications for ecology and conservation 

Most landscapes consist of disconnected patches that are increasingly fragmented (Fahrig 

2003), and many species persist as networks of relatively small units. Habitat fragmentation and 

population structure are related issues. Importantly, structured populations are expected to 

maintain higher levels of genetic diversity than unstructured populations only under very 

specific conditions (e.g. island-model), and the subdivision of populations more often leads to 

the loss of genetic diversity (see introduction). In populations that persist as metapopulations, 

differences in patch occupancy (deme size) and recolonization and extinction events lead to the 

loss of genetic diversity (see introduction). Importantly habitat fragmentation may affect the 

balance between extinction and recolonization (Hanski and Gaggioti 2004). In practice, the 

persistence of populations into very small units may compromise their viability due to stochastic 
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events (the small population’s paradigm). First, stochastic environmental events have a much 

greater impact when populations are composed by a small number of individuals. For instance, 

few births occurring purely by chance can lead to a population decline in subpopulations that 

are already small, and environmental and anthropogenic events can suddenly cause the death of 

all its individuals (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000). Second, small populations lose genetic 

diversity at higher rates and suffer stronger effects of genetic drift making natural selection less 

efficient and accumulating higher homozygosity (which is typically associated with inbreeding 

depression effects see introduction Section 1.3.2). Thus, species persisting in relatively 

disconnected environments are typically assumed to be more prone to extinction. In many social 

species, units of population subdivision consist of relatively small aggregations of related 

individuals (as parents-offspring and sibs). In a context of global change, where habitat is 

increasingly fragmented due to anthropogenic and natural changes (Frankham 2005), landscapes 

and social units are increasingly disconnected, and thus social units are often considered at risk 

of inbreeding  depression (due to a higher chance of mating among relatives). The results 

obtained in Section 2.1 show that despite being aggregations of related individuals, social units 

can maintain high levels of individual heterozygosity, contradicting the view that social units 

are more prone to inbreeding depression. This point was previously made by other theoretical 

studies (Chesser 1991a,b, Sugg et al 1996), which have put these findings into an adaptative 

perspective, treating reproductive strategies within social groups as resulting from behavioural 

mechanisms by which individuals avoid mating with relatives to minimize inbreeding (Sugg et 

al 1996). However, a recent study by Szulkin et al (2013) has questioned the value of such 

inbreeding avoidance perspective, arguing that dispersal reduces the probability of mating 

among relatives without the need for adaptive explanations. Indeed, the existence of strong 

selective pressures would imply that individuals are able to actively recognize and avoid close 

relatives. However, the extent to which social groups are a result of selective (adaptive) 

mechanisms is out of the scope of this thesis. Rather, our main point (section 2.1) is that testing 

whether animals need explicit behavior mechanisms to minimize inbreeding (such as choice of 

unrelated individuals or sperm selection) is only possible if we have null models, such as the 

framework developed during this thesis (see also below).  

In Section 2.1 we also made the point that sociality has major consequences not only for the 

genotypic composition of individuals, but also for the diversity that the overall population is 

able to maintain. This is in agreement with the results of Section 2.2 , suggesting that gene 

genealogies in species with social structure are different from predictions from classical models 

of population structure. These results are particularly important to conservation because they 

suggest that social groups are fundamental entities that maintain genotypic and genetic 
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diversity. Our results thus support the view that management strategies should focus on social 

groups in order to preserve their integrity and connectivity. Importantly, many ecosystems are 

suffering environmental changes that may lead to disruptions in the social organization of 

species (Banks et al 2007). For instance, some species where shown to alter the home-range, the 

group size, and the mating system in response to a change in the distribution of resources and 

availability of mates caused by habitat fragmentation (Banks et al. 2013). 

4.4 Are individual based models useful in population genetics? 

In this thesis we developed a new simulation framework (section 3.1) implementing an 

individual-based model designed to investigate the genetic consequences of social structure. In 

contrast to previous classical models of population structure, which envisioned populations 

subdivided into a set of panmitic demes, this new model allows to simulate populations 

subdivided into social groups where individuals reproduce according to complex mating 

systems. This framework was useful to show that social groups cannot be treated as small 

demes, and that many properties of socially structured populations, both at the social group and 

at the population level, may not be predicted by classical population genetics approaches. 

Individual based models are much more complex than models relying on the coalescent-theory 

because the overall population, rather than the sample has to be modeled. However, many 

biologically important characteristics, such as spatial structure, separate sexes, mating-systems 

and sex-biased dispersal altogether may not be captured by models that do not explicitly 

represent individuals. In particular many of these characteristics cannot be modeled under a 

coalescent-approach because the derivation of the coalescent times relies on a number of 

approximations which are acceptable for many classical population genetics models but may not 

be appropriate for more realistic models. Previous studies have recognized that spatial structure, 

separate sexes, mating-systems and sex-biased dispersal may be important for the genetic 

diversity of populations in general (without linking it to social structure), and different software 

have been developed to study the effect of different conditions, such as for instance the effects 

of space and differential migration rate among males and females. These software take the 

classical population genetics view (that is, assume that populations are subdivided into stable 

idealized Wright-Fisher populations), but model populations by using individual-based forward 

in time frameworks. Such models allow obtaining via simulations statistical expectations (such 

as heterozygosity) that cannot be derived analytically. An example of such a model is 

implemented in the EASYPOP program, which has been used in this thesis for comparative 

purposes (comparison between results obtained under the social structure program with 
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expectations of deme-based models, see section 2.1), and that in other studies was used to 

understand the consequences of sampling strategies pre and pos-dispersal (Basset et al. 2001). 

Moreover, by using inference methods based in simulations (such as the Approximate Bayesian 

Computation framework, Beaumont et al. 2002), these models can be useful to estimate 

parameters and compare alternative scenarios to find  which can better explain the observed 

data. 

Although complex models have been considered of little use when one wants to obtain general 

insights about a given process (Evans et al 2013), our results support the view that for some 

questions such frameworks (such as that used here) can actually be very useful for 

understanding patterns that cannot be modeled by more simplistic models and that general 

patterns can also be obtained, even when a large number of parameters is considered. For 

instance, in general, we found negative FIS values for social groups under a wide number of 

different conditions, including different mating systems and values for the life-history 

parameters. In the context of social species, individual based models have the advantage of 

allowing incorporating individual attributes (age, sex, dispersal) and specific behaviours which 

can be used to test predictions. For instance, the model used here allowed us to understand that 

mating systems without explicit inbreeding avoidance behaviours can explain the observed 

outbreeding patterns (as mentioned above). In the scenarios studied here it seems that explicit 

inbreeding avoidance behaviours do not need to be invoked to explain the data, but in the future 

the influence of such specific behaviours could also be included (as for instance, explicit 

avoidance or preference of mating among relatives). Also, important parameters in ecology 

(life-span, dispersal range, etc.) may be difficult to obtain from observational data, and models 

such as the ones developed during this thesis could be used to infer such parameters (using an 

Approximate Bayesian Computation approach, Beaumont et al. 2002). 

4.5 Final Remarks 

This thesis has focused on the genetic consequences of social structure. The perspective taken 

through the thesis is that social structure should deserve attention in population genetics only if 

it leads to properties that cannot be predicted by adjusting parameters of pre-existing models. 

Here we have asked the general question: does social structure leads to genetic properties that 

are significantly different from what is predicted by classical model of population structure? 

Given the scenarios and models we compared the answer seems to be yes. We tried to answer 

this question using a new framework integrating ecological information into population genetics 

modeling, which allows simulating data under several realistic scenarios. In this new framework 
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populations are modeled as being subdivided into distinct social groups that are age-structured 

units, wherein mating can occur according to different mating systems. Distinct mating 

scenarios commonly reported in many mammalian species were studied (monogamy, polygyny 

and polygynandry). Our results suggest that summary statistics and gene genealogies, in species 

with social groups, can be very different from that predicted from classical population genetics 

models of population subdivision. These results demonstrate that genetic properties of socially 

structured populations cannot be fully captured by classical population genetic models. This can 

be considered the main result of this thesis. This result was shown to have important 

consequences in inferring the demographic history, estimating genotypic diversity and in 

interpreting the genetic partitioning of diversity from natural populations. This thesis does not 

fully clarifies the exact effect of social structure in gene genealogies and thus, the reasons for  

which classical models cannot predict gene dynamics in socially structured populations remains 

an open question. However, the framework provided here opens the door to further explore this 

topic as pedigrees and gene genealogies can be retrieved under a wide range of realistic 

scenarios. 

It is important to mention that a very old principle is at the core of this thesis – the Hardy-

Weinberg principle. This principle is known by every biologist and is central to many modern 

day population genetics analysis. It is for instance at the core of many methods aiming at 

delimiting units of population structure, such as implemented in the STRUCTURE program, 

which are widely used to analyse real datasets . However, the results of this thesis suggest that 

biologically meaningful units (social groups) may not be at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This 

means that defining units of population structure based on this principle may not be the best 

way of getting a clear picture of how populations are structured. As seen in section 3.2, 

combining empirical and simulation studies may be much more informative to uncover the 

underlying population structure. We also note that next generation sequencing methods have 

become widely used in the past few years to analyze genetic data from non-model species (often 

social species). These data depend on genotype calling methods, and some of such methods rely 

on the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Andrews and Luikart 2014, Waples 2015). The fact that 

units of sampling deviate from this equilibrium may thus be a major issue because heterozygote 

individuals may occur much more often than what is predicted from HW allelic frequencies. 

This may lead to wrong genotype calls, which can affect all downstream analyses. 

Finally, this thesis is at the interface between population genetics and ecology, which are two 

communities that have sometimes misunderstood each other. In ecology, sociality has been one 

of the most controversial and debated issues, its causes and consequences have been discussed 
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in the context of sex-biased dispersal, inbreeding avoidance and evolution of social behavior. 

While many ecological studies emphasize the complexities and peculiarities of different social 

systems, population genetic studies generally ignore the fact that many species live in social 

groups. This leads to critical discrepancies between empirical observations and predictions of 

classical population genetic models (an excess of heterozygote has been generally found within 

social groups in ecological studies but this is rarely reported in population genetics studies). The 

work developed during this thesis shows that these discrepancies result from a general 

interpretation problem, related to the way levels of population structure are defined. This aspect 

explains apparent contradictory observations among empirical studies and classical population 

genetics models. However, social structure also contributes to shape the genetic diversity of 

populations in ways that cannot be predicted by classical models and thus, at least for some 

questions in population genetics, it may be important to recognize social units. We thus believe 

that progress in the two fields can be achieved by integrating studies that bridge the gap 

between population genetics and ecology. 
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